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member 
benefits
As a graduate of MSM, UMR or
Missouri S&T, you are automatically
a member of the Miner Alumni
Association and are entitled to: 
Career Assistance:
Missouri S&T’s Career Opportunities 
Center will help you in your job search. 
For information, call 573-341-4343.
Services: 
Online Community, including 
searchable directory
Access to alumni office via email
(alumni@mst.edu)
Address update service so you don’t miss  
your Missouri S&T mail
Insurance discounts and offers
Travel opportunities
Miner Merchandise:
Chairs, lamps, watches, pendants, 
Joe Miner credit card, license plates 
for Missouri residents, and the official 
Missouri S&T ring.
To take advantage of these offers, 





400 W. 10th St.





Miner Alumni Association Mission and Goals
MISSION
The association proactively strives to create an environment – embodying communication with and participation by Miner alumni and 
friends – to foster strong loyalty to the university and growth of the association. The association increases its financial strength and 
provides aid and support to deserving students, faculty and alumni friends.
GOALS
•  Increase alumni pride in their association with Missouri S&T and the Miner Alumni Association.
•  Increase alumni involvement, especially that of young alumni.
•  Increase alumni contributions, primarily in the  number of alumni making a financial commitment to Missouri S&T and the Miner Alumni Association.
•  Strengthen relationships with faculty, staff and students on behalf of the alumni association.
The officers and other members of the association’s board of directors provide leadership and actual participation to achieve these goals and 
fulfill this mission. For their efforts to be a success, they need YOUR active participation as well, in whatever alumni activities you choose.
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You don’t have to retire
with a million dollars 
to make a difference
Cover:
Every March during 
Missouri S&T’s St. Pat’s
celebration, the men of 
Sigma Pi fraternity assemble 
a giant Sigma beside the
Millennium Arch on campus
to create, in essence, a giant
Sigma Pi. For more interesting
facts and figures about 
Sigma Pi and Missouri S&T’s
24 other Greek organizations,
turn to page 10.
pages 6-9
ΑΕΠ   ΑΦΑ   ΒΣΨ   ΧΩ   ΔΛΦ   ΔΣΦ   ΔΤΔ   KA
KAΨ   ΚΔ   ΚΣ   ΛΧΑ   ΦΚΘ   ΦΣΡ   ΠΚΑ   ΠΚΦ
ΣΧ   ΣΝ   ΣΦΕ   ΣΠ   ΣΤΓ   TKE   ΘΞ ΖΤΑ
First Ladies: Kappa Delta
pages 12-13
Step into Alpha Culture
pages 10-11












Miner swimmers make S&T history
21 How Sweet it is 
Lady Miners make Sweet-16 
30 St. Pat’s 100th Events




Yinfa Ma develops a non-invasive 




18 Woman of the Year
Melanie Mormile wins the 2008 title
SEND LETTERS TO:
Marianne Ward, Alumni Editor, 
Miner Alumni Association, Castleman Hall, 
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The Miner Alumni Association publishes Missouri S&T Magazine to communicate and reflect the past, current and future interests 
of the alumni of the Missouri School of Mines, the University of Missouri-Rolla and Missouri University of Science and Technology.
M A G A Z I N E
Missouri S&T Magazine (USPS 323-500) (ISSN 1084-6948) 
is issued four times per year (March, June, September, December)
in the interest of the graduates and former students of the
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, the University of
Missouri-Rolla and Missouri University of Science and
Technology. Missouri S&T Magazine is published by the 
Miner Alumni Association, Castleman Hall, 400 W. 10th St., 
Rolla, MO 65409-0650. Periodicals postage paid at Rolla, Mo., 
and additional mailing offices. 
Missouri S&T Magazine is printed by RR Donnelley,
Kansas City, Mo. Covers are printed on 
7 pt. cover #2 Matte Sterling; interior pages 
are printed on 70 lb. text #2 Matte Sterling. 
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to 
Missouri S&T Magazine, Castleman Hall, 
PO Box 249, Rolla, MO 65402-0249.
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From the editor Mary Helen Stoltz, ’95
News & Features Editor
Alumni Notes correction
In the Spring 2008 issue, we 
incorrectly listed the employer of 
Kim Allen, ChE’72, as being located 
in Federicktown, Mo. See page 39 for
the corrected version.
I just received the Spring 2008 Missouri
S&T Magazine. I read the article on page 17
about Second Lt. Tabacchi, who according to
S&T “became the highest-ranking Army
ROTC cadet in the university's history.” I 
graduated with a civil engineering degree in
1968 and so did my roommate, Michael S.
Clayton. Many of us, including Mike and me,
went advanced ROTC to proudly serve our
country during the Vietnam War. While I 
certainly congratulate Lt. Tabacchi on his
outstanding accomplishments, I ask you to
check the ROTC ranking of my roommate,
who in my recollection was deservedly rated
the “No. 1” ROTC graduate in the entire
United States. He received the General
Westmoreland award which was on display
at the university. I do not remember all of the
specific details because the award was made
after we graduated in mid-year. I have lost
contact with Mike, but I believe he returned
to the Hayti, Mo., area after retiring from 
the Army. 
Leland Lewis, CE’68, 
Glen Ellyn, Ill.    
Editor’s note:
Michael S. Clayton, CE’68, was indeed
named outstanding cadet in the nation 
in 1968. According to Lt. Col. William L.
DeMalade, professor and chair of military
science at Missouri S&T, this is a different
ranking than the current Order of Merit
rankings that Tabacchi falls under. 
We thank you for the clarification.
Letter to the editor
Join us at the finish line
Sept. 11 as cycling’s best
pedal into town.
Rolla is the fourth stage stop 
along the more than 600-mile 
Tour of Missouri route. 
tourofmissouri.com
It’s all Greek to me.
When I first started school at
Missouri S&T, the idea of joining a
sorority wasn’t at the top of my to-do
list. You see, I’m from Rolla. A “townie”
in S&T lingo. I had better things to do
with my time than become a snobby
social butterfly, right? I couldn’t have
been more wrong.
A couple of my friends from high
school pledged Kappa Delta and 
convinced me to come over to the house
and check things out. Because I trusted
my friends’ judgment, and because my
future husband lived in the fraternity
house across the street, I gave it a try. 
It was one of the best decisions of my
college career. 
Sorority life is much more than its
namesake MTV program portrays. So is
fraternity life, for that matter. It’s about 
fellowship and leadership, teamwork
and personal development, with a little
fun and games thrown in.
One in four Missouri S&T students 
is Greek. Many of those students hold 
leadership positions in other campus
organizations in addition to their 
fraternity or sorority. As the story on
page 6 explains, our students break 
the Animal House stereotype. They 
join fraternities and sororities to be 
successful and to fit in with their 
peers, not for non-stop keg parties 
and other mischief.
They also join Greek organizations
to be a part of something larger than
themselves. In the case of Alpha Phi
Alpha and Kappa Alpha Psi, the culture
and symbolism of traditionally black 
fraternities draw members. On page 10,
we look at their tradition of stepping,
which is a lot like tap dancing without
tap shoes, but symbolizes unity.
Later in the magazine, we look at
Kappa Delta, but not because it’s my
sorority. In the story on page 12, we 
take a look at the climate for women 
on today’s campus compared to that 
of 1972, when a pioneering group of
women formed Missouri S&T’s first
National Panhellenic Council sorority.
Read on for a glimpse into Greek life
at Missouri S&T. No secret handshake
required.








Since its creation in 2000, the Naples Children and
Education Foundation has given away $69 million to help
improve the physical, emotional and educational welfare of
underprivileged kids in Collier County, Fla. The money is raised
through the Naples Winter Wine Festival.
“There are several very wealthy folks in the area, but many
more needy ones,” says Don Gunther, CE’60, a member of 
Phi Kappa Theta fraternity. Gunther is doing his part to make
sure the “haves” help out the “have nots” by helping organize the
annual wine festival. This year Gunther chaired the event and
the group raised $14 million.
Begun in 2000 with 20 trustees, the organization now totals
75, but it’s not uncommon to add another 300 volunteers when
the festival rolls around. It’s not a commitment the members
take lightly.
“We expect a lot of time, talent and treasure if they want to
be a part of our group,” Gunther says.
Every dollar the event raises goes directly to charity. The
trustees and event entrance fees pay all of the organization’s
overhead expenses. With the proceeds, the group provides 
preschool services, post-school activities, mental health services
and medical and dental care to underprivileged children.
Working with the University of Florida, the foundation is
building a dental school to help needy children. This facility
would also help dental students get the additional education and
experience required to become pediatric dentists, treating needy
kids for free in the process.
“We start out at the lowest socio-economic level with the
children who are hurting the most and we move up from there,”
Gunther says.
The four-day wine festival draws wine lovers from around
the world to Naples. Gunther says they used to have to solicit
vintners, but now many ask to come.
“To be successful, you have to make sure you have the right
people under the tent, people who can afford to bid, and you
have to have the best things to offer,” Gunther explains. “We try
to get things you can’t get on your own no matter how much
money you have.”
This year’s $14 million auction featured 25 vintners and 
73 auction items. In addition to ultra-rare wines, the auction
included a South African photo safari, a trip to the Olympics,
dinner with celebrities and roles on television shows.
The top item, which went for $1 million, featured a trip for
two couples to Los Angeles to attend the 2009 Academy 
Awards with passes to the Vanity Fair party after the ceremony,
several dinners at actors’ homes featuring (of course) rare wines,
and walk-on roles on the ABC television series Desperate
Housewives and the Fox series Back to You. From there, the 
couples travel to Cabo San Lucas before returning home.
This year, Gunther won a package that includes a walk-on
role in the Fox television series 24. He’s looking forward to his 
15 minutes of fame, but for Gunther, there are more important
rewards.
“We want to know we’re making a difference,” he says. 
And Gunther has definitely made a difference to the kids of
Collier County.
“We’ve done so much positive work in our community,” he
says. “Everywhere I go I feel the results. It’s a wonderful feeling.”
Don 
Gunther
Helping kids win big
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Say 
What 27
Number of states represented 
by employers attending the
Spring 2008 Career Fair.
22
Number of other colleges and
universities Missouri S&T 
students beat out to win the
grand prize in an international
hydrogen design contest.
67 
Missouri S&T graduate 
engineering program’s rank in
U.S. News & World Report’s 
2009 “Best Graduate Schools” 
guidebook.
6
Number of individual Missouri
S&T engineering programs
ranked by U.S. News.
12
Number of years Missouri S&T
has presented the Woman of the
Year Award. (See page 18 for
news of this year’s winner.)
57
Number of new members that
joined Missouri S&T public radio
station KMST during its spring
membership drive.
by the numbers
“I’ve always been a 
little afraid of being 
the starving lunatic
inventor, but I like this
kind of stuff, I’m good 
at this stuff.”
– Martin “Marty” Blotter, ME’88, in a Jan. 20
Joplin Globe interview about his decision to 
leave the world of corporate and government
jobs to become an inventor.
“They grilled the skin 
and ate it, used the meat
and even ground up the
bones. They put the
snake head on the
table. It looked at us
while we ate.”
– Missouri S&T student Whitney Joseph,
recounting her adventures in China and 
Vietnam for the Belleville (Ill.) News-Democrat.
Joseph recently completed a semester abroad 
at Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology.
“By 2050, the amount
of emissions will 
be falling no matter 
what we do.”
– Richard Stegemeier, MinE’50, on 
global warming and energy concerns.
“Now therefore, I, Matt Blunt, governor of the state 
of Missouri, do hereby proclaim the honoring of 
Saint Patrick, Patron of Engineers, and urge all
Missourians to participate in the forthcoming 
festivities in the great city of Rolla, Mo.”
– Part of a February 2008 official proclamation from Missouri Governor Matt Blunt’s office.
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Think fraternity
and sorority life is
one big toga party?
photos by B.A. Rupert
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With 23 members, Beta Sigma Psi was one of Missouri S&T’s smaller fraternities
when Elliot Gross (pictured left) joined the chapter in 2005. Just a year earlier, the
fraternity had dwindled to a small band of 11 brothers, far below the “70 or 80”
members Beta Sig boasted in the early ‘80s, Gross says.
By 2008, Beta Sig’s membership had grown to 46. Based on early recruitment
numbers, Gross, who is now president of Beta Sig, expects at least a dozen new
members in the fall.
The campus’s enrollment growth in
recent years may be partially responsible
for the fraternity’s resurgence. But Gross
attributes it more to the fraternity’s focus
on academics. For the sixth year in a row,
Beta Sigma Psi registered the highest
grade-point average of Missouri S&T’s 21
fraternities. The house’s collective GPA of
3.22 for the spring 2008 semester stands
MISSOURI S&T MAGAZINE | SUMMER 2008 7
by Andrew Careaga (acareaga@mst.edu)
Missouri S&T Greeks 
break the stereotype
(continued on the next page)
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well above the average of 2.99 for all Greek organizations on
campus. It also beats the campuswide average, for Greeks
and non-Greeks alike, of 3.0.
For obvious reasons, Beta Sig’s academic success
scores points with parents. But it’s also “a big selling point”
to freshmen, Gross says. “After all,” he says, “that’s why
we’re here at Missouri S&T – to get good grades and then
move on to good jobs.”
Ask the person on the street to describe fraternity life
and you’ll likely get a different perspective. The uninitiated
tend to think of frat guys as more bent on partying than
studying, more concerned about beers than careers.
Informed largely by pop culture depictions and sensational
news reports, the public view of life in Greek-letter societies
is an Animal House world of hazing, sex and endless toga
parties.
Released 30 years ago, Animal House
introduced moviegoers to a satirical view
of fraternity life that has turned into the
default perspective of many Americans.
The movie chronicles the exploits of Delta
house, a gang of beer-swilling misfits at
fictional Faber College. Operating under
the motto “don’t get mad, get even,” 
Delta members sneak a horse into the
dean’s office, take a few liberties with their
female guests and crash the homecoming
parade in a “deathmobile.” In the words 
of Faber’s Dean Wormer, the Deltas are 
destined to go through life “drunk, fat 
and stupid.”
That Hollywood fable has influenced
the views of cultures beyond U.S. borders.
Saudi Arabian student Abdullah Alajaj, 
a freshman petroleum engineering major,
didn’t need to watch Animal
House to draw his own 
conclusions about Greek life in
America. When he first arrived
in the United States, he thought
of fraternity life as “very bad –
all drinking, no studying.” Now a
fraternity member himself – and
as a Muslim, an abstainer from
alcohol – Alajaj knows not all
fraternities fit the Hollywood
stereotype.
Still, that stereotype 
persists, even on a campus like Missouri S&T, where
Revenge of the Nerds might be the more fitting frat house
comedy. S&T is “a much different school when it comes to
fraternities,” says Andrew Friedrichs, a Beta Sig whose
3.95 GPA is tops for his fraternity. “By and large, the people
I know who are in fraternities, they take school more 
seriously than most people typically think,” he says.
Maybe so. But plenty of non-Greek students at Missouri
S&T buy into the stereotypes, says Erin Hayden, ChE’08,
an alumna of Missouri S&T’s Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. “They
think that all sorority girls are snobby and all fraternity guys
are jerks.”
Despite the stereotypes, fraternities and sororities at
their core remain “values-based organizations” designed to
“make men better men and women better women.” So
says Matt Goodwin, former Greek life advisor at Missouri
S&T. National studies and anecdotal evidence support the
view that fraternities and sororities help students develop
leadership and social skills. Gross – an officer in four other
organizations besides his fraternity – nearly personifies that
perspective. With the
steady interest in
Greek life on campus
– one in four students
here opt to go Greek,
compared to about 







just want to fit in.





(Success is the other
motivating factor.) 
For Alajaj, fitting into
American culture as
well as university life
was paramount. “When I
first got here, I didn’t know
anyone,” he says. “It was a
strange culture.” The native
of the oil-rich Persian Gulf
city of Qatif asked around
campus about different 
fraternities. He eventually
talked to Andrew Perkins, a member of Delta Tau Delta,
who invited Alajaj to join the fraternity. Like Beta Sigma Psi,
the Delts focus on academics – Alajaj points out that the
house’s GPA has been in the top five of all fraternities over
The fraternity’s emphasis on 
academics “is important to me,
because we are here to study.”
— Abdullah Alajaj (Delta Tau Delta)
g
k
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Week in the fall and
St. Pat’s in the spring.) The fraternity’s emphasis on 
academics “is important to me, because we are here to
study,” he says. “It’s important to any international student.”
For Hayden, sorority life was an extension of her peer
network from high school. As part of an all-female dance
team at her large San Antonio, Texas, high school, “I was
constantly surrounded by 30 girls,” she says. “It was kind of
like a mini-sorority. I knew there weren’t a lot of girls here,
so I wasn’t sure how I was going to adapt. … When you go
to such a small school and you’re also faced with such a
high difficulty level (academically), you need a support 
network or else you’re either going to drop out or flunk out.”
Now a production supervisor at Frito Lay in Topeka,
Kan., Hayden’s support network is helping her settle in to
life after graduation. Zeta alumnae living in Lawrence, Kan.,
helped Hayden find her first apartment. Apparently some
alumnae take to heart the sorority slogan “Zetas forever.”
The Greek support network helps academically as 
well as socially. One reason for Beta Sigma Psi’s academic
success has to do with mandatory study
hours for freshmen. New initiates are
required to study four hours a night, five
nights a week. Gross and Friedrichs both
say the practice helped them develop a
more disciplined approach to studying and
managing their time.
For new members, the study 
requirement “is kind of a kick in the
pants,” says Friedrichs. Especially if they,
like Friedrichs, rarely had to study in high
school. But the aerospace engineering 
junior from Lamar, Mo., says the practice
pays dividends. “I’m more motivated to
study now than I was in high school,” he
says. “I played a lot of video games in high
school, too, and if I had been in the dorms
I may have played a lot of video games
instead of studying.”
Like Friedrichs, Hayden breezed
through high school, graduating with a 4.0.
While ZTA didn’t impose
mandatory study hours 
when Hayden was active in
the chapter, they used other
methods to encourage 
members to do well 
academically. Zeta’s “brag
board” in the kitchen is used
to spotlight students who earn
A’s on tests, and the sorority’s
“smarty pants” award – 
“this giant pair of old lady
underwear somebody bought from Wal-Mart” – is a fun way
of recognizing members for their classroom performance,
Hayden says.
The Greek support network is there for students who
don’t make their grades, too. When Alajaj joined Delta Tau
Delta last fall, the fraternity’s goal was for every member to
carry at least a 2.5 GPA. Alajaj fell short. So during the
spring semester, the fraternity required him to hit the books
for four hours a night during the week.
The extra study hours are just another cultural and 
academic adjustment for Alajaj. But it doesn’t bother him,
any more than living in a fraternity of non-Muslims does.
Some Saudi students at Missouri S&T question why
Alajaj would want to live, dine and study with non-Muslims,
especially “people who drink.”
“My response to that is, ‘Well, you go to class and you
sit with people who drink. What is the difference?’” In this
Delta House, “We all act as brothers,” he says. “That’s how
life should be.”
Zeta’s “smarty pants” award is a 
“giant pair of old lady underwear 
somebody bought from Wal-Mart.”
— Erin Hayden (Zeta), third from left
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by Lance Feyh (lfeyh@mst.edu)
When Lawrence George was growing 
up in New Orleans, he was curious about the 
fraternity antics of young college students in his
community. “I used to see them on Canal Street
sitting on blocks of ice,” George says. “And when 
I became a pledge, things that are now considered
‘hazing’ were accepted.”
In 1956, George joined the Beta Phi chapter
of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity at Dillard
University in New Orleans. This is the same 
fraternity that helped produce Martin Luther King
Jr., whom George met in the fall of 1956 and again
in February of 1957.  After college, George made
his way to Rolla via St. Louis. In 1965, he became
the advisor to a group of young men who were
starting a new Alpha Phi Alpha chapter at what 
was then the University of Missouri-Rolla. 
George is now retired from his post as
Missouri S&T’s assistant to the chancellor for 
affirmative action, but he’s still the advisor to the
Alphas on campus. He says hazing is no longer 
tolerated. But something altogether different,
“stepping,” something that George never 
experienced as a student, is now a big part of the
landscape at historically black fraternities like
Alpha Phi Alpha. 
“If stepping would have been part of my 
initiation, I wouldn’t have made it,” George says.
“Father (Joe) Carlo at Christ Episcopal in Rolla
once told me I was the only black guy he knew
who couldn’t dance.”
Stepping, for the uninitiated, is like tap 
dancing without tap shoes. It probably started
before the civil rights movement with pledges 
who were forced to march in lockstep to 
encourage unity, but stepping didn’t gain a 
significant foothold on college campuses until the
1960s or 1970s.  Modern step shows include
stomping, satirical “put-downs,” improvised dance
moves and gestures of respect.
Keenan Miller, CE’06, is a project engineer
for Brinkmann Constructors in St. Louis, but he’s
still involved in fraternity activities. Miller says one
of the highlights for an Alpha at Missouri S&T is
visiting the Annie Malone Children’s Home in 
St. Louis, a trip that usually involves stepping. 
“We make the children presents, talk to them
about education, and most of the time just listen to
them,” Miller says. “Afterwards, we step for them.”
Miller, who also played football at Missouri
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long hours practicing for stepping contests, which
help Alphas and other members of historically
black fraternities raise money for charities and
campus events.
Step shows are part of the culture of 
historically black fraternities and sororities across
the nation. Each of these Greek organizations, 
of course, has its own traditions, practices, signs
and symbols, as well. In the case of the Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity, the other historically black 
organization on campus, canes are very symbolic
and are incorporated into step shows. 
Unique to the Epsilon Psi chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha at Missouri S&T are “ship paddles.”
Miller explains: “Every ‘ship’ or pledge class that
joins our chapter creates a story of their journey to
Alpha,” he says. “If you go to our house, there is a
room that has six-foot-tall wooden panels that
have been cut and designed specifically by the
members of each ship.”
The Alpha house is currently located at 
1606 N. Rolla St. The first Alpha Phi Alpha house
in Rolla was a renovated Cadillac dealership,
according to George, who says many of the 
owners of rental properties in town discriminated
against African Americans and international 
students in the 1960s. After a formal complaint 
by an Alpha member, the university eventually
adopted a policy that required the owners to 
sign a nondiscrimination affidavit in order to 
have their properties advertised as campus 
housing. Furthermore, George says, members 
of Alpha Phi Alpha were instrumental in starting 
the Association for Black Students and the 
university’s student chapter of the National
Society of Black Engineers.
Students at Missouri S&T must complete
one semester with a grade-point average of 2.5 or
higher before starting the process of joining the
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. While the Alphas don’t
have the highest collective GPA on campus,
George is very proud of the house’s graduation
rates. “Since 1992,” he says, “only two members
have not graduated.”
A motto coined by Alpha Andrew T.
Cleveland, EMgt’06, was recently embraced by
fellow members: “We party hard, we stay out late,
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“We party hard, 
we stay out late, 
but most of all, 
we graduate.”
— Andrew T. Cleveland, 
Alpha Phi Alpha
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On the afternoon of Saturday, Oct. 28, 1972, 12 young women gathered at
Christ Episcopal Church in Rolla, Mo., dressed in white. The occasion was one
of ceremony and celebration, marking the beginning of a new opportunity for
the female student body at the male-dominated Missouri S&T campus.
The event, now a part of campus history, was the initiation ceremony for
the new members of the Epsilon Alpha Chapter of Kappa Delta, the first
National Panhellenic Sorority installed at Missouri S&T. 
“I remember that ceremony well,” says original Kappa Delta member
Laura (Eddleman) Davenport, Psyc’72. “We just felt a lot of pride; we felt 
we had done something really great. We had arrived; we had met our goal.”
Missouri S&T’s Kappa Deltas originated in 1969 as the local sorority
Lambda Sigma, known as the little sisters of Sigma Pi fraternity. In April 1972, 
a letter from the national vice president of Kappa Delta informed them their 
petition for membership had been accepted.
Within a week, pledging ceremonies were held and the new Kappa Deltas
began learning the rules and rituals of the sorority from members of the Alpha
Psi Chapter at Drury University, as well as representatives from
Kappa Delta’s national organization. 
“It was a complete whirlwind. I joined the local 
sorority and the next thing I knew, it was going national,”
remembers Lynda (Nations) Short, Engl’74. “During the
summer, they trained us and we learned all of the 
ceremonies. It was just like a regular rush, but it was only 
for the girls who were members of Lambda Sigma.” 
Soon after, Zeta Tau Alpha “women’s fraternity” (the
phrase used for such organizations founded before 1874)
became Missouri S&T’s second National Panhellenic sorority 
in May 1973. Chi Omega women’s fraternity would follow in
February 1978. Finally, Phi Sigma Rho sorority was installed on
12 MISSOURI S&T MAGAZINE | SUMMER 2008
The women of KD made 
sororities a new priority 
on campus
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campus in April 2004, although it is not affiliated with the 26-member National
Panhellenic Council. 
Back during Missouri S&T’s first formal rush in the fall of 1972, there were
411 women attending the university.
“At that time, Missouri S&T was barely on the map as far as women were
concerned,” says Davenport. “Kappa Delta was about doing something for the
girls. We could tell the female population was going to grow, so it was a way to
organize the women and have something that was just for them. It gave the 
university some kudos to be able to tell women there was a sorority on campus.”
There are now 1,286 women enrolled at Missouri S&T, with 22 percent
belonging to one of the four Greek organizations, and Kappa Delta has grown
from its 12 original members to 50 active members and 600 alumnae. As the
number of women on campus has grown, so have their opportunities in the fields
of math, science, engineering and technology. 
“There are definitely a lot more opportunities for women,” says current
Kappa Delta President Katherine Stockstill, a junior majoring in biology.
“But, it still takes a lot of hard work. Since these are male-dominated fields, there
still is a certain level of competition.”
Stockstill says being a Kappa Delta has helped her do away with her 
shyness, and has given her a support system of sisters during her years at
Missouri S&T. 
“They are your family, they are there with you when something goes wrong
and you need a shoulder to cry on, or when you’ve had a good day and need
someone to help you celebrate,” says Stockstill. 
Vice President of Membership Stacie Adams, a junior majoring in
psychology, says being a Kappa Delta has helped her build confidence, overcome
her fear of public speaking, and get involved in life on campus.
“I’ve never felt like I’m in the minority as a woman at Missouri S&T
because I have been a part of the Kappa Delta house for so long,” Adams says.
“There are 
definitely 
a lot more 
opportunities 
for women.”
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Advancing Excellence
Overall Campaign Progress
Campaign Progress for Selected Areas
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The Advancing Excellence Campaign has allowed Missouri S&T to attract top 
students and teachers, provide quality facilities, and strengthen academic 
programs. More than $143 million, or nearly three-quarters of the goal, has 
been raised as of April 30, 2008. 
Campaign gifts received during 
the past five years have:
• Endowed more than 100 
student scholarships
• Established six endowed 
faculty positions
• Funded the construction and 
renovation of three buildings
• Increased the Missouri S&T 
endowment by 75 percent
Donors who are
“Advancing Excellence” at Missouri S&T
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Through the Advancing Excellence Campaign, our corporate partners have made significant
investments in our future. The gifts highlighted below total more than $1.8 million and provide
support to a variety of departments and university programs.  
Who:
Based in St. Louis, Emerson 
is a global leader in bringing 
technology and engineering
together to provide innovative
solutions to customers through 
its network power, process 
management, industrial 
automation, climate technologies,
and appliance and tool businesses.
Emerson Motor Co. is one of the
largest employers of Missouri S&T 
graduates, with more than 250
alumni currently working for 
the company. 
What:
Emerson Motor Co. pledged
$250,000 to upgrade the Emerson
Machines and Drives Laboratory in
Missouri S&T’s Emerson Hall.
Why:
“We have hired graduates from
Missouri S&T for many years. 
The men and women who come 
to us from Missouri S&T 
are very prepared to become
active and productive members 
of the Emerson team almost 
immediately, and it is important
that we continue to support this
strong and effective program,”
says Ted Peachee, ME’72, chief
technology officer and executive
vice president of Emerson 
Motor Co.
Who:
Founded as a family business 
in 1864, St. Louis-based McCarthy
Building Companies is one of the
oldest privately held construction
firms in the nation. The firm is 100
percent employee-owned and 
provides construction management,
design/build and general 
contracting services nationwide. 
It recruits Missouri S&T students
for its intensive intern program and
employs approximately 30 alumni.
What:
Michael Hurst, CE’74, former 
president and chief operating 
officer, teamed with McCarthy to
help Missouri S&T build a better
future for its civil engineering 
students. Hurst and his wife,
Barbara, gave $750,000 to endow
a professorship in construction
management. McCarthy Building
Companies has contributed 
an additional $250,000 to the 
endowment.
Why:
“We believe that this endowment
will support the department 
in attracting an outstanding 
construction professional who 
will help the civil engineering 
department recruit excellent 
students from Missouri and
beyond to go into the construction
field,” Hurst says.  
“The culture at Missouri S&T fits
with the culture at McCarthy. The
students develop a great work
ethic and do whatever it takes to
succeed,“ says Michael D. Bolen,
McCarthy chair and CEO.
Who:
Sprint Nextel, based 
in Kansas City, Mo., offers 
a comprehensive range of wireless
and wireline communications 
services. The company is widely
recognized for developing, 
engineering and deploying 
innovative technologies, 
industry-leading mobile data 
services, instant national and
international push-to-talk 
capabilities, and a global 
Tier 1 Internet backbone.
What:
The Sprint Foundation, the 
philanthropic arm of Sprint Nextel,
has pledged $250,000 during the
next three years to help 
Missouri S&T train pre-college
educators to teach Project Lead
The Way curriculum. 
Why:
“Sprint is committed to K-12 
education,” says Ralph Reid, 
president of the Sprint Foundation
and vice president of corporate
social responsibility for Sprint
Nextel. “Our focus, first and 
foremost, is to provide students
with a quality education. We also
recognize there is a growing 
shortage of engineers, scientists
and technicians in this country.
Supporting Project Lead The Way
is one way in which we can
increase math and science 
 education in the schools.”
Who:
Pittsburgh-based United States
Steel Corp. is the largest 
integrated steel company 
headquartered in the United 
States and the fifth-largest 
steelmaker in the world. The
United States Steel Foundation
was formed in 1953 to provide
support for educational, scientific,
charitable, civic, cultural and
health needs on behalf 
of U.S. Steel.
What:
The United States Steel
Foundation has awarded 
a total of $376,000 in grant 
money to Missouri S&T. The 
funds are designated for 
scholarships in the following
areas: $200,000 for computer 
and engineering disciplines,
$96,000 for minorities in computer
and engineering disciplines, and
$80,000 for women in computer
and engineering disciplines.         
Why:
“Missouri S&T has a well-earned
reputation for developing 
top-flight talent in a variety 
of disciplines and is particularly 
well-known for its technology,
engineering and metallurgical 
science programs, all of which
have produced graduates that
have made a significant impact 
at U.S. Steel,” says Susan Suver,
vice president of human resources
at U.S. Steel.
Emerson Sprint NextelHurst/McCarthy U.S. Steel
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At a campus so focused on engineering, science and technology, 
it might be easy to overlook the importance of the liberal arts and 
humanities in providing a well-rounded education. That is not the case 
at Missouri S&T. In February, the campus turned the spotlight on six
humanities faculty members who regularly publish their research and 
scholarship as well as teach undergraduates in history, English and 
foreign languages. Their scholarship covers topics as diverse as World
War II history, baseball lingo, the literature of the Roaring ‘20s and the
treatment of Chinese immigrants in the 1800s.
Honored were:
Diana Ahmad, associate professor of history and political science
and the author of The Opium Debate and Chinese Exclusion Laws 
in the Nineteenth-Century American West, published in 2007. Ahmad 
is also the campus archivist.
Jerry Cohen, professor of arts, languages and philosophy and 
an expert in word origins. Cohen’s books and monographs touch on 
such topics as Missouri place names, baseball terms, jazz lingo and 
even eatery slang. Many of the subjects are covered in his seven-volume
series, Studies in Slang.
Kate Drowne, assistant professor of English and technical 
communication and director of the campus’s writing center. Her book,
Spirits of Defiance: National Prohibition and Jazz Age Literature, 
1920-1933, was published in 2005.
Irina Ivliyeva, assistant professor of arts, languages and philosophy
and the author of Problems in the Synthesis of Russian Verbs, published
in 2003.
Ed Malone, assistant professor of English and technical 
communication and director of the technical communication program.
Malone edited and contributed to the first two series of British
Rhetoricians and Logicians, 1500-1660, published in 2001 and 2003. 
He also wrote 13 biographies for the Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography, published in 2004.
John McManus, associate professor of history and political 
science. An expert on military history, McManus is the author of several
books  on the subject, including Alamo in the Ardennes: The Untold Story
of the American Soldiers Who Made the Defense of Bastogne Possible
and War For Dummies, both published in 2007.








Humanities take center stage
Missouri S&T residence hall students and staff brought
home six of 10 awards – more than any other school – from
March’s annual business meeting of the Midwest Affiliate 
of College and University Residence Halls (MACURH).
Missouri S&T’s Shamrock Chapter of the National
Residence Hall Honorary (NRHH), an organization composed
of the top 1 percent of residence hall leaders, was recognized
as the Chapter of the Year for leadership initiatives and 
programming on campus and in the MACURH region. 
In addition, the following students and staff won 
MACURH awards:
Jonathan Leek, a senior in psychology from St. Louis,
was named the NRHH Member of the Year for contributions 
within NRHH to benefit leaders on campus.
Matt Hume, a sophomore in engineering management
from St. Peters, Mo., was named Programmer of the Year for 
programmatic efforts in the residence halls and on campus.
Jacob Sherry, a sophomore in architectural engineering
from Wright City, Mo., was named Student of the Year for 
leadership in the residence halls.
Alias Seiichi Tagami, a senior in aerospace engineering
from Rolla, received the Distinguished Service Award for 
lifetime service to both the local residence halls and to the
MACURH region.
Dana Barnard, Thomas Jefferson Hall resident director,
was named Advisor of the Year for contributions to the 
residence halls and various campus organizations. Barnard
was recognized for her efforts in promoting diversity 
awareness and student empowerment. 
Missouri S&T is one of 50 schools in MACURH’s 
seven-state region.
Halls of honor
MACURH award recipients from left: Matt Hume, 
Jacob Sherry, Dana Barnard, Alias Seiichi Tagami and
Jonathan Leek.
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Some Missouri S&T undergraduates
hope to squash the nerd stereotype 
commonly associated with computer 
science by getting elementary school
kids – especially girls – interested in the
field. They’re doing so by developing fun 
recruitment software called Computer
Science Recruitment for the 21st Century,
or CSRecruit21.
The key is to target them while they 
are young, says Daniel Tauritz, assistant
professor of computer science. “We want 
to reach them before their minds are made
up, and make sure they enroll in the elective math and science courses in middle
school and high school that will prepare them for a career in computer science.”
With the percentage of female students entering computer science on the decline
nationally since the 1970s, it’s especially important to present computing’s impact 
on society. According to Tauritz, research has shown that women favor socially 
relevant vocations, such as medical careers, where they have a direct impact on 
people and society. CSRecruit21’s software shows in a variety of ways how careers 
in computer science help people by providing real examples of ways Missouri S&T 
computer science graduates impact society. 
Missouri S&T computer science majors Jasmine (Bowles) Glaese, of Leasburg,
Mo., and Lisa Guntly and Jessica Williams, both of St. Louis, are the second group 
of female students to work on the project. Kristen Loesch, CSci’07, and Laura
Woodward, CSci’07, started CSRecruit21 in August 2006. 
Glaese, Guntly and Williams are fine-tuning the software and adding new games.
The software offers students a variety of activities to choose from, such as a memory
game, a board game and a maze. All of the activities are interwoven with information
and questions about computer science. The s oftware is targeted at children in the
third through sixth grades. 
Another group of computer science undergraduates will take over the project 
this fall, Tauritz says. Eventually, a version of the software will be available for 
download online. 
For more about the project, visit web.mst.edu/~csrec21. 
Getting in the game
Missouri S&T is once again one of the 
top-ranked graduate engineering schools in the
nation, according to U.S. News & World Report.
The magazine’s annual rankings of graduate
schools, released in March, listed Missouri S&T
67th among the nation’s best graduate 
engineering schools and 39th among public
graduate engineering schools. The rankings 
are included in the U.S. News guidebook’s 
“premium” online edition at www.usnews.com.
Last year, the guidebook ranked 
Missouri  S&T No. 70.
U.S. News’ online rankings include six
Missouri S&T graduate engineering programs,
four of which improved upon their 2007 
rankings, and one program not ranked last year:
• Aerospace engineering, ranked 39th 
(28th among public universities)
• Civil engineering, ranked 38th 
(tied for 24th among public universities)
• Computer engineering, ranked 57th
(tied for 33rd among public universities)
• Electrical engineering, ranked 50th 
(tied for 30th among public universities)
• Materials engineering, ranked 39th 
(25th among public universities)
• Mechanical engineering, ranked 48th 
(tied for 29th among public universities)
“We are very pleased with Missouri S&T’s
outstanding graduate programs and the national
recognition they have received,” says Provost
Warren K. Wray. “Having five graduate
programs among the nation’s top  50 
underscores the recognition that our peers 
have of our programs.”
U.S. News ranks 12 individual engineering
disciplines. Missouri S&T offers 10 of those
programs (including the six listed above), 
plus seven additional graduate degrees in 
engineering that are not ranked by U.S. News.
S&T makes the grade
with U.S. News
Missouri S&T is seeking auction item donations for 
the 5th annual Gala, which supports S&T students 
involved in design teams and student organizations.  
This year’s event is set for Sept. 20 in St. Albans, Mo. 
Our wish list includes everything from airfare to 
works of art. 
For more information, contact Stephanie Martensen 
at 573-341-6685 or email smarten@mst.edu.
CSRecruit21 uses games to show girls
the relevance of computer science.
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Good chemistry
Two Missouri S&T chemistry professors
recently received a faculty award from the
John W. Claypool Fund for Medical Research.
Nuran Ercal, professor of chemistry 
and adjunct associate professor of internal 
medicine at St. Louis University, and Yinfa Ma,
Curators’ Teaching Professor of chemistry, have
earned the $1,000 award to help fund their
research on a treatment for HIV-1 associated
dementia and a method for non-invasive 
pre-cancer screening, respectively. The annual
award, established by Claypool, MS ME’60, 
recognizes excellence in medical research.
A leader you can lean on
Elizabeth Cudney’s leadership in quality
and lean manufacturing has earned her one 
of the American Society for Quality’s top
awards. Cudney, PhD EMgt’06, assistant 
professor of engineering management and 
systems engineering, received the Armand 
V. Feigenbaum Medal during ASQ’s World
Conference on Quality and Improvement, 
held in May in Houston. 
Melanie Mormile: 
Woman of the Year
Described by her students and colleagues
as someone they admire and adore, Melanie
Mormile became the newest member of an
elite group of female faculty at Missouri S&T:
the Woman of the Year recipients.
This is the 12th year for the Woman 
of the Year award, which is funded by Cindy
Tang, Econ’85, founder of Insight Industries
Inc., one of the largest software engineering
companies in Wisconsin. The award is given 
to an outstanding female faculty member who
has helped to improve the campus climate 
for women and has served as a role model for
other faculty and students through her research,
scholarship and service. 
Eversman gets 
aviation honor
Walter Eversman’s contributions 
to the field of aircraft noise reduction earned 
him the American Institute of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics’ 2008 Aeroacoustics Award.
Eversman, Curators’ Professor 
of mechanical and aerospace engineering, 
has spent his career trying to quiet the world’s
skies. His work is widely recognized and used
for noise control by major aircraft engine 
companies. Among his accomplishments 
is the development of the Eversman Code,
which has become an industry standard 
design tool for turbofan and tonal radiation.
$3 million plan earns 
top hydrogen prize
Using $3 million in imaginary funds, 
an interdisciplinary group of Missouri S&T 
students garnered the top spot in an 
international hydrogen student design 
contest in March. 
Teams from 22 other colleges and 
universities from around the world developed
proposals for using hydrogen technologies 
to solve noise pollution, energy efficiency 
and other critical issues at the Columbia









While most Missouri S&T students were
returning to classes after winter break, 
sophomore Jacob Brakeman was learning
how to fall. 
Brakeman, a civil engineering major from
St. Charles, Mo., was one of 12 Army cadets
selected from a class of about 25,000 students
nationwide to train alongside Army soldiers
during a three-week Army Basic Airborne
Course at Fort Benning, Ga., in January. 
During the first week, Ground Week,
cadets and soldiers learned individual 
airborne skills to prepare for a parachute 
jump and safe landing.
Week two, Tower Week, focused 
on refining individual skills. Participants
learned the procedures for a “mass exit” from
an aircraft and trained on the 34-foot tower,
the swing landing trainer and suspended 
harness.
Soldiers and cadets finally tested their
skills during the third week, Jump Week, by
making a real jump from an aircraft. Brakeman
and his fellow cadets completed five jumps 
the week prior to the end of the course to earn
the title of paratrooper.
“This experience left me with the most
confidence I have ever had,” Brakeman says. 
“I felt like I could do just about anything,
which was good, because I needed that kind 
of attitude to try and catch up on the class
work I missed. All in all, it was one of the best 
experiences of my life, and I look forward 
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Best Ever
St. Pat’s 100th Anniversary
Check out more photos at bestever.mst.edu







Mops on hand for 2008 street painting.
175
Mops needed on a usual St. Pat’s
weekend.
218
MSM students who skipped school for
the first celebration.
570
Approximate number of St. Pat’s 
Board alumni attending the 100th 
celebration, nearly half the living total.
630
Gallons of paint used 
to turn Pine Street green.
400/300/25
Hot dogs/Pizzas/Kegs of Beer 
at the Miner Alumni Association’s 
post-parade celebration.
Photo Captions:
1. Revelers enjoying the Miner Alumni Association’s
St. Pat’s bash. 
2. A Missouri S&T student keeps the campus free 
of snakes. 
3. St. Pat (Paul Voss) and his Queen of Love and
Beauty (Carmen Vogt) greet the parade crowd. 
4. Current and former St. Pat’s Board members gather
at the Puck. 
5. Following the parade, St. Pat’s Board members 
re-enacted Missouri S&T’s first St. Pat’s. 
6. Pictured are former St. Pats Bob Schuchardt,
MetE’51, left, and Warren Carroll, PetE’59, right.
7. Jeff Steinhart, vice president of engineering for
Anheuser-Busch, president of the Missouri S&T
Board of Trustees, and an Honorary Knight, rides
down Pine Street with the Clydesdales. 
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While the women’s basketball team was making 
history with its first-ever NCAA Tournament victories,
another Missouri S&T team was making history of its 
own in another part of the state.
The Miner swimming team posted the best-ever 
“season” for a Missouri S&T athletic team on the national
level, finishing second in the NCAA Division II meet 
in Columbia, Mo. The high finish came as a result 
of 18 individual and group performances in the top eight
during the four-day meet, including all five relay teams. 
S&T garnered a total of 33 All-America awards. In addition,
the Miners had seven honorable mention awards for 
finishing between ninth and 16th in various events, giving
them a total of 40 individual awards for the four days. 
Matt Hug and David Sanchez-Turner each won
seven All-America awards during the meet in a combination 
of individual events or as part of relay teams. Senior Mark
Chamberlain and freshmen Kyle Gordon and Zlatan
Hamzic each came home with four awards.
On an individual basis, the highest finishes came from
Hamzic, who took second place in the 200-yard breaststroke
and third in the 100-yard breaststroke, setting new school
records in both events. The Miners set nine school records
during the course of the meet.
Miner swimmers make S&T history
Photo by Dennis Goodman
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The M-Club at Missouri S&T held its annual awards banquet 
and two of the school's most celebrated student-athletes received the 
Gale Bullman Awards: Ashton Gronewold, who set numerous records
during his four-year, All-America career on the football team, and Kandi
Wieberg, who did likewise for the softball team for the past four 
seasons. 
"Coach of the Year" awards were given to two head coaches who led
their respective teams to unprecedented heights in the 2007-08 season.
Alan Eads led the Lady Miner basketball team to a school record 24 wins
and a berth in the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Division II Tournament, while
Doug Grooms led the S&T swimming team to a national runner-up finish
at the NCAA Division II Championships in March and was named national
coach of the year by the College Swimming Coaches Association of
America.
Missouri S&T had three representatives at the NCAA Division II 
Track & Field Championships in Walnut, Calif., May 22-24, led by 
All-American Jordan Henry, who entered the meet as the fifth-ranked
pole vaulter in the nation with a top mark of 17 feet.            
Henry, the national runner-up in the indoor season, was joined 
by fellow pole vaulter Peter Hollenbeck, while Tamara McCaskill
represented the women's team in California. Hollenbeck cleared 16-3 1⁄2
this season and McCaskill had a top mark of 5-7 in the high jump. At the
time the magazine went to press, results were not available.
Sports Shorts
The best women’s basketball season in Missouri S&T history
ended in the championship game of the NCAA Division II Great
Lakes Regional as Northern Kentucky handed the Lady Miners 
a 60-52 defeat in Springfield, Mo. The loss, which came after 
victories over Michigan Tech (75-66) and Quincy (79-73) in the 
first two rounds, brought the 2007-08 season to a close with a final
record of 24-7. The 24 wins is a new team record.
Katie Bunge, one of five seniors on the S&T roster, had 
a double-double in her final collegiate game with 15 points and 
11 rebounds to lead the Lady Miners. Bunge and forward Katie
McElrath were named to the all-tournament team after being
named to the All-GLVC third team earlier. McElrath had 21 points
in the win over Michigan Tech and had a double-double of her own
in the semifinals with 13 points and 12 boards.
Tamara McCaskill finished the season as the Lady Miners’ 
top scorer with an average of 14.8 points per game. McCaskill also
had the fifth-highest single season point total (458 points) in school 
history. She was a second-team all-region pick and a first-team 
All-Great Lakes Valley Conference selection.
McElrath finished the year with an average of 11.8 points 
per game and shot 53.8 percent from the field to put her among the
GLVC leaders, while Bunge averaged 11.5 points and 8.4 rebounds
per contest and was the league’s third-leading rebounder.
The Lady Miners also got big contributions from Chism
McEntire, who connected 64 times from three-point range –
the third-highest single-season total in S&T history  – and point
guard Jaime Forsberg, who set the school’s all-time assist record
with 405.
How sweet it is
Missouri S&T women’s basketball players, from left:  Tamara McCaskill, Katie Bunge, Katie McElrath, Chism McEntire and Jamie Forsberg.
photos by John Anderson
Miners represented at national meetM-Club annual awards given out
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If Yinfa Ma’s res earch holds up, pregnant women and those
on probation won’t be the only ones asked to pee in a cup.
Ma, Curators’ Teaching Professor of chemistry, has developed
a non-invasive instrument for pre-cancer screening that uses urine
samples to detect cancer in the body and predict the cancer’s type
and severity using a group 
of biomarkers.
“Cancer is the second-
highest cause of death among 
all diseases,” Ma says. “Early
diagnosis of cancer is crucial,
but not many people want
to go to the hospital to 
undergo costly, invasive 
cancer screening.”
Ma’s research builds 
on existing knowledge of
pteridines, compounds found
within the body that serve as important cofactors to regulate the
metabolism of cells. Ma found that six pteridine derivatives can 
be detected in urine samples, and that levels of some pteridines
increase significantly if there is a tumor inside the body. Most
importantly, Ma discovered that one molecule, called oncopterin,
exists in the urine of cancer patients but not in healthy human 
subjects. Further testing for oncopterin, using different techniques,
still is required.
Ma’s prototype instrument, appropriately called a P-scan, 
can be used to screen urine for oncopterine and the six other 
pteridine bio markers. The oncopterin level in urine can be used 
to determine whether cancer is going to develop, and varying 
levels of the six pteridines can actually provide a “fingerprint” 
of the type of cancer.
“I won’t give up,” Ma says. “I will continue to work on this 
project until we have succeeded and can market the instrument 
to save people’s lives.”
John Myers can’t say no to leftovers, particularly when fly
ash or wood fibers are on the plate.
Myers, associate professor of civil, architectural and 
environmental engineering, has created an environmentally
friendly construction material that consists primarily of class
C fly ash, a byproduct of coal-burning power plants, and 
wood fibers. 
“In Missouri, a sizable portion of our power generation
still comes from coal,” Myers says. “What we’ve done is taken
fly ash from the power industry and wood fibers from unused
timber products, such as upper tree limbs, and we’ve 
developed a new, green construction material.”
The composite material, made from two materials 
that otherwise would be put in the nation’s landfills, has
advantages over traditional clay bricks and concrete masonry
blocks. The material is lighter, more durable and less brittle
than clay bricks or concrete masonry blocks. The composite
blocks also are fire and impact-resistant, easy to mold, and
less expensive to maufacture because they are made from
largely recycled waste materials. A chemical additive also
makes the blocks mold resistant.
Myers began refining the wood fiber and fly ash 
composite material concept in 2003 in partnership with
Robert Sinclair, president and CEO of Encore Building
Solutions Inc. in St. Louis.
 Blocks made from scratch (and scraps)
A No. 1 tool for early cancer detection
Yinfa Ma with a prototype 
of a non-invasive cancer
screening tool
photo by B.A. Rupert
John Myers with wood fibers and fly ash used to create 
an environmentally friendly constuction material.
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The famous line delivered by Paul
Newman in the movie Cool Hand Luke
could summarize David Wright’s last
three years of cattle industry research:
“What we have here is a failure to 
communicate.”
Wright, a professor of English and
technical communication, developed 
a communications model after analyzing
the effects of a new cattle-tagging 
system, called the National Animal
Identification System. Introduced by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA),
the system would work much like the
barcode, scanner, and database at the
supermarket. The tags could track 
animals from their place of origin to
their final destination, and also provide 
other information like sales and 
veterinary information to be collected.
Wright saw that the USDA failed 
to communicate the technology well
enough to livestock market owners and
the small producers who would have
been among the system’s proposed users. 
Based on interactions with 
approximately 50 Midwest livestock 
auctions, the model can test the 
effectiveness of the communication and
the diffusion of information through
communication networks. As Wright
found with the beef industry, most 
information does not travel directly from
the company with the data to the 
audience. He hopes his model can be
used as a tool for other industries to test
their communication chains and make
them stronger.
“Where this is most interesting 
is  in industries that are not typically 
technologically advanced,” says Wright.
“This is why I chose the beef industry.”
Whereʼs the beef?
High-tech military gear, carried 
by soldiers along with the 20 to 40 pounds 
of batteries they require, one day could have
a lighter-than-air power source.
A portable, hydrogen-generating energy
system would transform jet fuel into 
hydrogen that could power everything from
laptops to communications gear for soldiers 
in the battlefield.
“The military, for very good reasons, 
can operate all of its hardware – from tanks
to naval ships – off of one single fuel, JP-8,
which is similar to civilian aviation fuel,” 
says Jonathan Wenzel, assistant research
engineer in chemical and biological 
engineering, who is working under the 
direction of Sunggyu “K.B.” Lee, professor 
of chemical and biological engineering. 
“Jet fuel, like gasoline, is a mixture 
of hundreds of different chemicals that
contain hydrogen  and carbon, called 
hydrocarbons.”
The system works by reacting jet fuel
with water to produce hydrogen. Small
amounts of carbon dioxide, methane, carbon
monoxide and ethane are also released 
during the process.
A small scalable unit could be built 
to produce a small amount of hydrogen. 
Or the process could be scaled up to 
provide enough energy to power an entire
navy ship. In addition, the system could 
generate sanitary drinking water with the
addition of a fuel cell.
The project is supported by the 
U.S. Army and DRS-TSI, which provides
information technology solutions 
to government clients.
A change in powerTiny is terrific
The ultrasmall holds huge possibilities for the future if you ask Julia E.
Medvedeva, assistant professor of physics.
Medvedeva is examining optical transparency and electrical conductivity 
to find out how atoms are put together on the microscopic level. Such in-depth 
understanding of underlying physical phenomena allows her to design new materials
with properties required for a particular application.
Medvedeva is interested in a unique class of materials called transparent 
conductors, which share the seemingly contradictory properties of being optically
transparent, like glass, and electrically conductive, like metal. Transparent conductors
are vital components in many devices, including solar cells, smart windows, flat-panel
and flexible displays, invisible, or “see-through,” electronics, and gas sensors. 
With financial support from the National Science Foundation and the American
Chemical Society, Medvedeva is working to develop new transparent conductor 
materials that are more efficient, easier to fabricate, less expensive and 
environmentally friendly. Her preliminary research shows that with proper preparation 
calcium, aluminum or silicone oxides, the most abundant substances in the earth’s
crust, can be made electrially conductive while maintaining their superior 
optical properties.












represents and serves more than
50,000 graduates and former students. 
Today’s association carries on the
proud tradition of support to 
Missouri S&T, providing aid to 
campus faculty, staff and students.
Missouri S&T Career Fair
The Career Opportunities Center hosted its Spring 2008 Career Fair on Feb. 21 with a record-
breaking 257 employers registered to attend. Freezing rain and icy conditions limited those in
attendance to only 174 employers, including nearly 50 alumni. Missouri S&T students came in
force, despite the inclement weather. Those in attendance included Brian Jones ’01; Eric Cloud ’98;
Jason Estel ’03; Jeffery Green ’06; Matt Huskey ’06; Dennis Linck ’85; Mike Loeffler ’07; Bill Mallicoat
’71; Brad Shores ’98; Gale Towery ’74; and Mark Young ’05. Missouri S&T representative: Stacy Jones.
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STAT hosts breakfast for alumni
Before the Spring Career Fair began, alumni recruiters were treated to a breakfast of bagels,
fruit and coffee courtesy of the student alumni association, Students Today Alumni Tomorrow
(STAT). The breakfast was held in the Alumni Lounge in Castleman Hall.
Those in attendance included Angela Agee; Dan Bailey ’03; Jared Bernasek; Rhonda Bishop; Gino
Balducci ’80; Mike Brower ’05; Dionne Brown ’06; Josh Brown ’06; Joe Cesare ’74; Sheng Chew; Jarred
Crouch ’01; Jessica Crouch ’99; Cory Demieville ’06; Kimberly Earl; Mason Edmondson; Qiang Fu;
Amanda Gilbertson ’99; Todd Gravert; Al Gryoly; Leon Hamilton ’05; Roger Hoffman ’62; Tim Howard
’90; Brian Kratz ’97; Robert Leerssen ‘00; Joseph Liefer ‘06; Dave Lindius; Amanda McClure ‘04; John
Melton ’74; Nelson Minter ’84; Dirk Mooy ‘96; Dale Mueller ’62; Jessica Mueller ’06; Julia Nadler ’03;
Angela Najar; Don Newburry ’92; Keith Phelps ’96; Daniel Poertner ’86; Rachel Prewitt; Trevor Rice;
Drew Rimmer ’92; Andrew Ronchetto; Kiley Summers ’07; Ba Stein; Andrew White ’99; Jamie Webb
’06; Justin Wylam; and Sumin Zhu. Missouri S&T representatives: Tony Arnold ’99, Mary Bird,
Shannon Roark and Renee Stone. 
photo by B.A. Rupert
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S&T Day at Ameren
Missouri S&T alumni, faculty and staff gathered at Ameren in St. Louis on Jan. 30 to 
celebrate the partnership between the university and Ameren, the second-largest employer 
of Missouri S&T graduates. Nearly 350 alumni work for the company. The luncheon featured 
a campus update by Chancellor John F. Carney III and a presentation by AmerenUE CEO Tom
Voss ‘69.
Those in attendance included Jerry Anderson ’74; Scott Anderson ’83; Jim Armistead ’81;
Theresa Ashby ’81; George Aufmuth ’76; Jim Barker ’71; Ed Bradley ’84; Thomas Brinkmann ’91, ’98;
Tony Chiodini ’86; Donald Cline ’75; Dan Cole ’75, ’76; Scott Deffenderfer ’91; Dave Deweese ’81;
Dave Endorf ’85; Scott Glaeser ’86; Barry Goldstein ’79; Vince Grelle ’81, ’87; Jeff Hackman ’80; Jeff
Hartenberger ’73; Steven Hughes ’78; Joe Jaegers ’82; Edward Kammerer ’85; Joe Krygiel ’74; Dave
Kuhlmann ’87, ’97; Jim Massmann ’80, ’86; Jim Moore ’83; Wayne Mueller ’73; Ken Offerman ’74;
Dave Schepers ’75; George Schinlder ’73; John Schnack ’94; Kirit Shah ’76; Prasenjit Shil ’08; Jennifer
Spalding ’93; Dave Strawhun ’78; Bryan Uhlmansiek ’80, ’92; Tom Voss ’69; Rick Voytas ’75; David
Waggoner ’86, ’88; Adelle Wang ’05; Dan Wenk ’75; Bob Willen ’81; Richard Wright ’86; and Carol
Zale ’73. Missouri S&T representatives: Mary Bird, Chancellor John F. Carney III, Judy Cavender,
Genda Chen, Badrul Chowdhury, Keith Corzine, Kelvin Erickson, Mehdi Ferdowsi, Greg Harris,
Ashok Midha and Marianne Ward.
SME reception
The annual SME reception was held Feb. 26 in conjunction with the Society of Mining,
Metallurgy, and Exploration conference in Salt Lake City. Local alumni joined those attending
the conference at the Hilton Salt Lake City Center for hot and cold hors d’oeuvres while 
meeting with Missouri S&T personnel and students. Thank you to Doe Run and the 
Missouri S&T mining engineering department for sponsoring this reception with the 
Miner Alumni Association.
Those in attendance included Doug Aholt ’03; Kwame Awuah-Offei ’06; Jason ’01 and
Barbara ’99 Baird; Kyle Barteau; Tim Beck ’00; Bill Beck ’73; Jacqueline Berendzen; Andrew Blair;
Ryan Bock; Lou Boltik; Jim Brentz ’55; Dick Bullock ’51, ’55, ’75; Carey Cooper; Bob Copeland;
Matthew Coy; Nathan Davis; Phil Davis ’76; Zach DeGraffenaid; Renny Dillinger ’07; Brianna
Drury; Jami G. ’03 and Don ’02 Dwyer; C. Dale Elifrits ’76, ’80; Steve Fiscur ’86; Patrick Flaherty;
Jennifer Frer; Scott Geer ’04; Scott Giltner ’84; Sid Green ’59; Jill Groeblinghoff ; Spenst Hansen ’62;
Marcia Harris; David Heineck ’01; Maggie Hettinger; Adrianne ’01 and Alex ‘07 Hofstetter; Jim
Humphrey ’79; Broadus Jeffcoat-Sacco ’07; Gordon Johnson ’59; Tristan Jones; Cy Kinane ’51; Kevin
Koob ’04; Allie Letcher; George Louland ’00; Joe Lounsbery ’96; Adam Marcus; Anu Martikrinen;
Josiah Martin; Clay McNail ’98; George Moellering ’88; Dan Montrose; Norbert Neumann ’52, ’55;
Klaus Nunemacher; Jim Pinkley ’83; Daphne Place ’96; Hank Rawlins ’91, ’92; Randy Reed ’88; 
Amy ’07 and Seth ’07 Reeves; David Richey; Adam Robertson; Nathan Rouse; Brian Sandhaus; 
Lee Sapenchin ’06; John Schillie ’98; Michael X. Schulmpberger ’85; Art Schweizer ’70; Chris Searing;
Cheryl Seeger ’80, ’87, ’03; Mike Shuman; Casey Slaughter; Adam Steimel ’03; Tanya Stephan;
Dennis Sullens; Greg Sutton ’88; Matt Turner; Piyush Vaghela ’03; Frank Virant; Alex Warren; 
David Weese; Steve Wittharr ’75; Tristan Worsey; Xichen Zhang; and David Y. Zheng. Missouri S&T 
representatives: Samuel Frimpong, Shirley Hall, Stacy Jones, Barbara Robertson and Elaine Russell.
Missouri Legislative
Day 2008 
On March 5, Missouri S&T alumni
and friends joined faculty, staff and 
students on a visit with lawmakers in
Jefferson City as part of Legislative Day 
at the Capitol. The annual event gives
university personnel a chance to 
garner support for Missouri S&T 
with state legislators. 
In addition to Missouri S&T
researchers and student design team
members, those in attendance included
Eric Bohannan ’99; Don Brackhahn ’93;
Lawrence Christensen; Matt Coco ’66;
Lister Florence ’95, ’06, ’07; Lawrence C.
George ’89; Steven Jung ’05, ’07; Michael
McMenus ’81; Milton J. Murry ’64, ’80;
Darlene Ramsay ’84; Chris Riney ’05; 
and Don Shaw ’69, ’71, ’78. Missouri S&T 
representatives: Chancellor John F. 
Carney III, Stacy Jones and Marianne
Ward.
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Alumni luncheon 
in Botswana
A group of faculty and staff from
Missouri S&T met with alumni and
friends of the university during a 
luncheon held Feb. 20 in Gaborone,
Botswana.
Those in attendance included Edwin
Tornado Elias ’00; Ecco Ditshupo ’02, ’04
and Brigid Maje; Phechiwa Patrick
Malope ’00; Sheila Mazedbedi; Mabuo
Kgaogano Motsamai ’01; Binki
Ramaologa; Meshack Tshekedi ’00, ’01;
and Vera Vokolkova. Missouri S&T 
representatives: Samuel Frimpong, David
Summers, Henry Wiebe, John Wilson and
Warren K. Wray. 
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Miner Alumni Association 
Annual Awards
You and your guests are invited
to help honor the following 
alumni as they receive 
prestigiou s awards on Saturday,
Oct. 18, during the Miner Alumni
Awards Banquet in St. Pat’s
Ballroom A & B in the Havener
Center. The event will begin 
at 5:45 p.m. with a social 
hour. Dinner will be served 
at 6:30 p.m.
Frank H. Mackaman Volunteer
Service Award
The Frank H. Mackaman Volunteer 
Service Award is presented to an 
alumnus/alumna in recognition of his
or her volunteer service to the Miner
Alumni Association, the community 




U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Seattle.
Alumni Achievement
The Alumni Achievement Award 
is presented in recognition of 
outstanding personal achievements 
by alumni in fields of academia, 








The Alumni Merit Award is presented
to faculty, friends of the campus, 
or alumni for outstanding achievement 
or service to the campus or the 
Miner Alumni Association.
Cheryl D.S. Walker,




law with Bryan Cave
LLP, St. Louis and




director, Missouri S&T 
student financial 
assistance.
Ralph E. Wolfram, EE’50,
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Distinguished Young Alumni
The Distinguished Young Alumni Award 
is presented to alumni 40 years of age
or younger who have demonstrated 
leadership ability, commitment to the 
service of others, and a high level 
of achievement in his or her chosen 
career or profession.
















The Miner Alumni Association honors 
four current advisors and recognizes 
their efforts in assisting students with 
academic and career decisions.
Ralph E. Flori, 
PetE’79, MS PetE’81,
PhD PetE’87, associate 
professor of petroleum
engineering.
Anne M. Maglia, 
assistant professor 
of biological sciences.




Richard W. Stephenson, 
professor of civil 
engineering.
Robert V. Wolf Alumni Service
The Robert V. Wolf Alumni Service
Award is presented in memory of
Robert V. Wolf, ME’51, MS ME’52, 
one of our most dedicated alumni. 
It recognizes the dedicated service 
by alumni and friends to the university






CerE’82, PhD CerE’87, 
professor of ceramic 
engineering, and chair 
of materials science 
and engineering.
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Sunday, Oct. 12
7:30 p.m. Leach Theatre and Arts Rolla! are proud 
to present Cherryholmes in concert. This 
high-enegy bluegrass band was named 2005 
IBMA Entertainers of the Year. For tickets call 
573-341-4219.
Thursday, Oct. 16
8 a.m. - 3 p.m. Geology and Geophysics Advisory Board 
meeting, Room 124 McNutt Hall 
TBA Jackling Jocks Early Arrival Golf Outing
(pending participation). For more information, 
call 816-373-5978 or 979-690-3650. 
1:30 - 4:30 p.m. AMA Board of Directors meeting, 
Havener Center.
5 - 11:30 p.m. AMAE Induction Social and Dinner at 7 p.m., 
Havener Center.
6 - 10 p.m. Jackling Jocks welcome barbecue at the 
home of Don and Nancy Brackhahn. 
Reception at 6 p.m., dinner at 7 p.m. For more 
information, call 816-373-5978 or 979-690-3650.
6 - 9 p.m. Geology and Geophysics Alumni Banquet, 
Havener Center.
Friday, Oct. 17
7 - 9 a.m. AMAE Breakfast, Havener Center
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. Corporate Development Council general 
session and small-group breakout meetings, 
Havener Center.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m. HOMECOMING REGISTRATION, Alumni 
Lounge, 107 Castleman Hall – All alumni 
who return to Rolla should register in the 
Alumni Lounge. Please note this is a 
NEW REGISTRATION LOCATION.
 8 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. AMAE Annual Membership Meeting, 
Havener Center.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Missouri S&T Archives “Memories” display, 
basement, Curtis Laws Wilson Library
8:30 - 11:30 a.m. AM&M meeting, Havener Center. Breakfast 
followed by 9 a.m. meeting
9 a.m. Jackling Jocks Traditional Golf Outing. 
For more information, call 816-373-5978 
or  979-690-3650.
Noon Jackling Jocks Non-Golfers Lunch at Sybill’s 
followed by a St. James Winery visit. For more 
information, call 816-373-5978 or 979-690-3650.
Noon - 1:30 p.m. AMAE barbecue luncheon, location TBA.
Noon - 1:30 p.m. Outstanding Female Alumni and Student 
Award Banquet, Havener Center.
1 - 3 p.m. Alumni and friends are invited to join the 
Missouri S&T Magazine staff for coffee 
and conversation in the Havener Center.
2:30 p.m. Dedication of Toomey Hall at the east lawn of 
the building’s main entrance. Reception and 
tours following the ceremony. Student design 
teams and team members will be on hand to 
share their successes.
3:30 - 4:45 p.m. Glass Blowing Demonstration, Hot Glass 
Shop, Fulton Hall. See first hand this artistic 
approach to teaching materials science.
4 - 8 p.m. SILVER AND GOLD ALUMNI BLOCK PARTY
Please note new location, Alumni Lounge/Patio,
107 Castleman Hall for all alumni, friends and 
family. A barbecue buffet featuring pulled pork 
sandwiches, potato salad, cole slaw, fresh 
vegetables and dessert. A backdrop of music 
will provide an atmosphere to reminisce and 
enjoy shared memories. Student design team 
members will showcase the solar car, formula 
car, heavy lift aircraft, human-powered vehicle,
baja team, concrete canoe, robotics and 
steel bridge. Most departments will have 
representatives during the Alumni Block Party. 
Tickets are $10 each for most adults*
Tickets for children ages 6 to 12 are $5 each
FREE for children under age 6
*Golden Alumni (who graduated in 1958 
or before) may purchase tickets for half 
price. (Limit 2 per Golden Alumni at this 
reduced price.)
MASTER SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
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5 p.m. Lady Miner Soccer vs. Quincy
Miner Soccer Field
7:30 p.m. Miner  Soccer vs. Quincy
Miner Soccer Field
Saturday, Oct. 18
8 - 11 a.m. Alumni Association Board of Directors meeting,
Havener Center.
8 a.m. Lambda Chi Alpha Housing Corp. 
Alumni Breakfast. Meeting begins at 9 a.m. 
RSVP to plrfk6@mst.edu
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Missouri S&T Archives “Memories” display, 
basement, Curtis Laws Wilson Library.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Arts and Crafts Festival on Pine Street in 
downtown Rolla.
9 - 10:30 a.m. HOMECOMING REGISTRATION continues 
at the Alumni Lounge, 107 Castleman Hall. 
Please note this is a NEW REGISTRATION 
LOCATION.
10:45 a.m. - 1 p.m. HOMECOMING REGISTRATION at the alumni 
tent outside Allgood-Bailey Stadium.
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Missouri S&T Athletic Hall of Fame open to 
visitors, Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building.
11 a.m. - Kickoff KICK-OFF TAILGATE PARTY at Allgood-Bailey 
Stadium for all alumni, family and friends. 
Look for the alumni tent outside the stadium. 
Lunch will include hot dogs, brats and 
other tailgate goodies. Beer will be available 
for $1 per cup. Joe Miner and the Missouri 
S&T cheerleaders will celebrate Miner pride 
as we enjoy the camaraderie of colleagues 
and friends. 
Tickets are $10 each for most adults*
Tickets for children ages 6 to 12 are $5 each
FREE for children under age 6
*Golden Alumni (who graduated in 1958 
or before) may purchase tickets for half 
price. (Limit 2 per Golden Alumni at this 
reduced price.)
1 p.m. ANNUAL HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME
Miners vs. Kentucky Wesleyan
Allgood-Bailey Stadium
Tickets are $8 each for adults
$5 for students and those over age 65
FREE for children under age 6
5 p.m. Mass at St. Patrick’s Catholic Church 
followed by a Wine and Cheese Social at the 
Catholic Newman Center.
4:30 - 5:30 p.m. All current and previous Student Council 
officers will meet in the Havener Center.
5 - 9 p.m. Jackling Jocks Annual Banquet and business 
meeting, Zenos. Social begins at 5 p.m. with 
dinner at 7 p.m. For more information, call 
816-373-5978 or 979-690-3650.
5:45 - 9 p.m. MINER ALUMNI AWARDS BANQUET begins 
with a cash bar reception at 5:45 p.m. in the 
Miner Lounge of the Havener Center. Dinner 
begins at 6:30 p.m. in St. Pat’s Ballroom 
A&B, Havener Center. Some of our most 
distinguished alumni will receive the 
prestigious Miner Alumni Association 
awards. The association’s annual meeting 
will be held during this event. Dinner includes 
a choice of beef tenderloin or stuffed chicken 
breast and potatoes, vegetable, salad, rolls, 
dessert, coffee, iced tea and water.
Tickets are $26 for stuffed chicken breast*
 $35 for beef tenderloin*
*Golden Alumni (who graduated in 1958 
or before) may purchase tickets for half 
price. (Limit 2 per Golden Alumni at this 
reduced price.)
Sunday, Oct. 19
8 a.m. Jackling Jocks Breakfast, Zenos. For more 
information, please call 816-373-5978 
or 979-690-3650.
1 p.m. Missouri S&T Advisory Committee for 
African-American Recruitment and Retention 
meeting, Hav ener Center.
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March 5 – Simon & Seafort’s Saloon &
Grill – Anchorage, Alaska
Attendees included Von ’78 and Jan
Cawvey; Pete Malsch ’62; and Craig Valentine
’62, ’64. Missouri S&T representatives: Tandra
Donahue and Elaine Russell.
March 1 – Napper Tandy’s Irish Pub –
Raleigh, N.C. 
Attendees included Bob ’59 and Mary
Ahlert; Karen Carver ’97; Bill ’56 and Maria
Gartland; Tom ’43 and Alice Gregory; Richard
’57, ’62 and Janace Heagler; Hugh ’73 and
Elizabeth Jamieson; Bill ’69 and Sandy Knauf;
Jeremy Machacek; Deb Prince ’87; Kiki Shelton
’90; Colleen N. Stucker ’00; and Eric Yount ’98.
Missouri S&T representative: Marianne Ward.
15 
March 15 – Miner Alumni Association
Lounge – Rolla, Mo.
Attendees included more than 1,000 
alumni, family and friends of the university
from around the world. To a list of see those
who registered, please go to alumni.mst.edu.
April 6 - Balldoyle Irish Pub - Downers
Grove, Ill.
Attendees included Bill Bishop ’71; Steve
Dunkmann ’72; Danielle Kleinhans ’99, ’02;
Stephan ’99 and Laura Magenta; Mike ’77 and
Sandy ’77 Marx; Dennis ’58 and Rhea Mason;
Tommy Mills ’02, ’04; Mike Modde ’63; Parris Ng
’00; Seth Russell; and Igor Vasquez ’02. Missouri
S&T representative: Elaine Russell. 
Cincinnati-Dayton
March 15 – Claddagh Irish Pub –
Mason, Ohio
Attendees included Patrick ’98, Jennifer
and Marshall Anstaett; Bret ’93 and Gina ’93
Baldwin; Henry ’68 and Elizabeth Brown; Chris
’02 and Carmen ’00, ’02 Carney; Randy ’73 and
Becky Casteel; Brenda Craig; Colin Hester ’98
and Anne Marie Daniel; Jim ’57, ’60 and Betty












Alaska Section, Anchorage, Alaska
Top of page: Photo of the Central Ozarks
Section event held at the Miner Alumni
Association in Rolla.
Chicago Section, Downers Grove, Ill.
cincinnati-dayton
100th Best Ever 
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Kamper; Mike Nolan ’63; Dawne Sarchet ’75;
Mike ’75 and Susie Sheridan; Steven ’02 and
Kristy ’01, ’03 Shiffman; James ’88, ’91 and
Cynthia Stabel; Daniel ’93, ’00 and Jenny
Strong; Bob ’70 and Carolyn Wilmesherr; 
and Tom ’69 and Judy Zenge. Missouri S&T 
representative: Elaine Russell. 
March 15 – The Old Village Hall
Restaurant and Pub – Lanesboro, Minn.
Attendees included Josh and Jana
Blomberg; Wayne ’84 and Paula ’85 Britson;
Kurt ’85, and Joan Oakes; Art Reckinger ’62, ’68;
and John ’98, Erin (Kenney) ’98, Alexander and
Gwendolyn Schillie.
March 15 – Brookville Hotel – Abilene,
Kan.
Attendees included C. Christian ’95 and
Christina ’95 Cook; James Melland ’87; Doug P.
Reise ’77; and Sutton ’99, ’02 and Karen
Stephens.
Heartland
March 27 – Buffalo Wild Wings – Cape
Girardeau, Mo. 
Attendees included Sara Butler ’05; Gene
’52 and Anne Edwards; Curt ’04 and Amy
(Jacks) ’05 Eggen; Luke ’04 and Sarah Miget;
Chad Taake ’03; and Chris Taylor ’96, ’98.
Missouri S&T representative: Marianne Ward. 
March 17 – St. Pat’s Golf Invitational,
silent auction and dinner - Bay Oaks Country
Club - Houston, Texas  
Attendees included Buddy ’73, Mary 
and Matthew Barnes; David Bash ’06; David
Bradley; Freddie Brooks; Eton and P. Burnett;
Lori Stapp Crocker ’88; Rich ’71 and Cathy
Eimer; Jeff Fitzgerald; Adil Godiwalla ’66; Bill
Heimlich; Donald Howell; Alison Ibendahl ’05;
Jim Ivy ’78; Curt Killinger ’73, ’80; Chuck
Laughter ’88; Dan Lynch ’71; Ranney ’66 
and Linda McDonough; Jim ’67 and Carolyn
Medlin; Don Middleton; Russ Pfeifle ’74; Eric
’73 and Inge Potts; John T. Sickman ’75; Connee
Stine ’92; Nicole Talbot ’77; Fred ’74 and Rosa
Thompson; Herman ’60 and Carol Vacca; Gary
Wigginton ’68; and Mike and Pamela Williams.
Missouri S&T representative: Elaine Russell.
March 7 – Claddagh Irish Pub,
Downtown – Indianapolis
Attendees included Tim Alfermann ’01;
Jason Bagwell ’87; Bryan Madson ’07; Wes
Merkle ’03, ’04; Michael Pointer; Nathan Rues
’02; Les ’66 and Linda Stewart; Joe Ward ’72; 
and Emily Wehmeyer ’97, ’00. Missouri S&T 
representative: Tony Arnold ’99.
March 7 – Fox and Hound English Pub
and Grille – Overland Park, Kan.
Attendees included Kenneth ’97 and Cindy
Bandelier; Alan ’75 and Christina ’75 Erickson;
Jason George ’97; Michael ’72 and Elly Hale;
Ray ’57 and Clara Hoffman; Dan ’83 and
Caroline ’83 Israel; Mike Lally ’83, ’85; Michael
’81 and Cindy McMenus; Scott Preston ’97, ’02;
Greg Sanders ’01; C.W. Schuman ’55; Dave
Skitek ’67; Michael ’01, ’03 and Sarah ’02
Stewart; Njideka Umeh ’04, ’07; and Jim Van
Acker ’98. Missouri S&T representative:
Marianne Ward.
March 15 – Landry’s Seafood House –
Las Vegas
Attendees included Tim Hagan ’83; James
Higgins ’03; Roger Keller ’75, ’82; Jon Kwantes
’99; Lori Miller ’05; Darrell Pepper ’68, ’70, ’74;
Nancy ’73 and Dana Reel; Jim Saavedra ’88;
Chad Vail ’05; Charlie ’55 and Joanne ‘55
Vaughn; and Les ’76, ’94 and Susan ’86
Winfield.
Cincinnati-Dayton Section, Mason, Ohio
Carolinas Piedmont Section, Raleigh, N.C. 








Rocky Mountain Section, Lakewood, Colo.(continued on pg. 32)
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March 16 – Ed ’69 and Anne Midden
residence – Springfield, Ill.
Attendees included Rich ’69 and Carolyn
Berning; Tom Feger ’69; Jason ’00 and Sadie ’98
Jones; Dan Kerns ’74, ’79; Mark ’68 and Janna
Martin; Jim ’66 and Connie May; Ed ’69 and
Anne Midden; Leo Midden ’70, ’73; Rich ’64 
and Sandy Mochel; Jerry ’70 and Mary Parsons;
Kevin ’85 and Sharon Riechers; Will ’66 and
Carol Sudduth; and Andrew and Amanda ’99,
’02 Withers. 
March 29 – Bob ’73 and Janet Scanlon
residence – Brookeville, Md.
Attendees included Mike Becvar ’94, ’96;
Kathleen Beres; Sara Chiadu ’01; David ’96 and
Emilie Dajc; Miller Einsel ’62; Brad Fulton ’88;
Adam Hale ’03; Ben Hankins ’81; Gary
Hudiburgh ’74; Chris Mayberry ’98; Bob ’73 
and Janet Scanlon; and Joe ’92, Amy, Nate and
Sam Schumer. Missouri S&T representative:
Elaine Russell.
Motor City photo: 
March 14 – Buffalo Wild Wings –
Southgate, Mich.
Attendees included Ron Baker ’78; Joe
Dickerson ’97; Gene Fadler ’62; Tom ’71 and
Phyllis Greene; Gary Lincks ’85; Dale Morse ’79;
Jeff ’00, Becca and Tyler Seaman; Rebecca
Steinman ’96; Dave ’03 and Janet ’06 Swartz;
and Dominic Trudell ’93.
Northeast Ohio
March 14 – The Barley House – Akron,
Ohio.
Attendees included Mike ’00 and Issa
Allega; Mary Beth Harper; Vijay Rastogi ’62;
Steve ’87, ’89, ’93 and Linda Marie ’89, ’93
Saliga; and Laszlo ’55 and Judith Zala.
Missouri S&T representative: Elaine Russell.
Northern Alabama
March 1 – Rosie’s Mexican Cantina –
Huntsville, Ala.
Attendees included Robert Alferink ’98;
Bob Bakula ’66; Brad Butler ’97; Dick Campbell
’62; James Carter ’66, ’68, ’70; Allen Crider ’80;
Roger ’62 and Sharron Hoffman; Don Jones ’64;
Rebecca Kacvinsky; Jim Keebler ’75, ’76; George
S. ’52 and Pat Morefield; Albert L. Schrenk ’58;
and David Skipper ’76. Missouri S&T 
representative: Elaine Russell.
March 16 – Helene Hardy Pierce ’83 
residence – Andover, N.J.
Attendees included Don ’75 and Julie
Borcherding; Larry Campbell ’71; Bob




MD-VA-DC Section, Brookeville, Md.





Houston Section St. Pat’s Golf Invitational
1st Place Team: Jeff Fitzgerald,
Eric Potts ’73, Buddy Barnes ’73,
Matthew Barnes.
2nd Place Team: Bill
Heimlich, Donald Howell,
Gary Wigginton ’68
3rd Place Team: John Sickman
’75, Rich Eimer ’71, Chuck
Laughter ’88.
From left to right: Men’s
Closest to Pin winner: Rich
Eimer ’71. Men’s Longest
Drive winner: Buddy Barnes
‘73. Women’s Closest to Pin
and Longest Drive winner:
Rosa Thompson
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March 25 – Paddy’s Irish Pub – Tulsa,
Okla.
Attendees included John Braddock; Rich
Brown ’83; Preston Carney ’02; Matt Gebhardt
’02; Mark Krahenbuhl ’79; John ’80, ’83 and
Renee Miller; Carole Sitz ’73; K.C. Snyder ’96,
’06; Steve ’98 and Amie ’98 Squibb; Brian Tipton
’83; Joe Vitali ’59; and Jim Wray ’79. Missouri
S&T representative: Elaine Russell.
March 7 – Cypress Lounge, Westin –
Bellevue, Wash.
Attendees included Brian ’01 and Erin ’01
Chamberlain; Pat ’62 and Kay Duvall; Chuck
Hollenbeck ’61; Rachel Johns ’00; Charles Kincy
’94; Paul Leonard ’06; Pete Malsch ’62; Carrie
Mantsch ’00, ’03, ’06; Bob and Kris ’89
Ridenour; Ryan Rule ’01; Greg and Sandy ’80
(Hoelscher) Simmons; and Mike Warfel ’75.
Missouri S&T representatives: Paula McBurnett
and Elaine Russell.
March 11 – Kelleher’s Irish Pub and
Eatery – Peoria, Ill.
Attendees included Randal Braun ’68; John
Brocke ’97; Steve ’77 and Janet Burr; Brian Call
’97, ’99; Rick ’70 and Linda Campen; Dave ’03
and Genna Kathleen ’05 Denney; Pat Dippel
’04; Joe Duemig ’04; Keith Kauffman ’02 and
Linsey Beckman; Jason Kwacz ’99; Ben
Schnurbusch ’07; and Fred Stackley ’03.
Missouri S&T representative: Marianne Ward.
March 8 – Stanford’s Restaurant and
Bar, Riverplace – Portland, Ore. 
Attendees included Dick ’51, ’55, ’75 and
Jan Bullock; Bill ’70, ’71 and Bobbi Cannon; 
Les Groupp ’73, ’75; Dave ’79 and Guiseppa
Heineck; Matthew ’97 and Wendy Houser;
Bruce ’50 and Geri Miller; Art ’70 and Denise
Schweizer; Steven Stuckmeyer ’96; Ray Vandiver
’93, ’94; and Bill ’58 and Lu Walker. Missouri
S&T representatives: Paula McBurnett and
Elaine Russell.
March 8 – White Fence Farm –
Lakewood, Colo.
Attendees included Hugh ’53 and Ann
Blevins; Dave Bufalo ’66; Raymundo ’59 and
Beverly Chico; David ’68 and Sandra Debner;
Josh ’04 and Becky ’04 Dirksen; Bob ’70 and
Myrtle Dorroh; Dick ’71 and Pam Doutt; Tom
’71 and Pam Durham; Jenni Duvall; 
Lincolnland Section, Springfield, Ill.NY-NJ-CT Section, Andover, N.J. 






Northeast Ohio Section, Akron, Ohio
(continued on pg. 34)
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The following sections also gathered to celebrate 
St. Pat’s 100th Best Ever:
SW Florida Section, Naples, Fla.
Portland Section, Portland, Ore.
Adam Lewis ’04; Jack Lutz ’59; Paul ’72 and
Carol Moots; Tim ’76 and Cathy O’Neill; Kirk ’95,
Shelley and Ava Palicki; Dave ’70 and Patti
Rommelmann; Joshua ’05 and Erin ’05 Sneller;
Michael Steffens ’73; Bob ’68 and Sylvia Storck;
Roger Taylor ’72; and Adam Watcher ’04.
St. Louis
March 5 – Hotshots Sports Bar and 
Grill – St. Charles, Mo.
Attendees included Meagan Boyd ’06; Mike
Brenner ’83; John ’58 and Sherry Burrows;
Dustin ’99 and Heidi Conrad; Maria Conte ’05;
Curt Costello ’04; Mary Beth Danuser ’06; Brian
Epperson ’06; Christine Gerke ’03; Amanda
Gilbertson ’99, ’02, ’06; Bill Judd ’82; Jeremiah
King ’06; Derek Koestel ’97; Leonard ’82 and
Jackie Lammert; L.G. Loos ’77, ’82; Jerry
McCullough ’66; Joe Molinaro ’01, ’03; 
Christina Sfreddo ’94; and Kevin Stevenson ’02.   
SW Florida
March 8 – McCabe’s Irish Pub & Grill –
Naples, Fla.
Attendees included Les Blumberg ’62, ’66;
Fred ’69 and Mary Bondurant; Clifford Dale ’71
and Theresa Crane; Dick ’66 and Donna Raby;
Tom ’50 and Joan Holmes; and Bob ’41 and
Hanna Nevins with guest Millie Delzer. 
Missouri S&T representative: Stacy Jones.
st. louis
SW florida
Air Capital – March 15, Tony ‘98 
and Laura ‘99 McLaughlin residence in
Wichita, Kan.
Austin-San Antonio – March 17,
The Ginger Man in Austin, Texas.  
Dallas-Ft. Worth – March 8,
Willhoites Restaurant in Grapevine, 
Texas.
Enchanted – March 22, Kelly’s
Brewery in Albuquerque, N.M.
Falls of the Ohio – March 15, Bob
Morfeld ‘69 residence in Louisville, Ky.
Springfield – March 15, 
St. Patrick’s Day Parade in Springfield, Mo.
Twin Cities – March 11, Claddagh
Irish Pub in Maple Grove, Minn.
Austin-San Antonio Section, Austin,
Texas
Dallas-Ft. Worth Section, Grapevine,
Texas
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Jan. 30 – Alumni met for happy hour 
at Third Base in Austin, Texas. Thank you 
to Robert Villhard ’85, section vice president, 
for organizing this social.
Those in attendance included Ed
Hassinger ’91; Kathy Hickok; John Hoffman ’89;
Nik Jedrzejewski ’98; Elizabeth Musgrove ’94;
Sheri Palomo; and Robert Villhard ’85.
Carolinas Piedmont
Jan. 12 – Alumni and their friends and
families were treated to a full day of activities
in Golden, Colo., as they toured Coors
Brewing Co. and dined at the Old Capital
Grille. Thanks to Dave Bufalo ’66, section
president, for arranging these events.
Those in attendance included Greg ’75
and Jean Brockman; Dave Bufalo ’66; Terry
Bush ’99, ’03; George ’75 and Elaine Carlstrom;
Brian Ewert ’07; Kurt Haslag ’07; Stephen Kan
’00; John ’75 and Nancy Kaufman; T.R. Keating;
Randy ’74, Cherie and Amy Kerns; Adam ’04
and Nicole Lewis; Melanie Longi ’07; Ryan
Masters ’03; Paul ’72 and Carol Moots; Hansraj
’64, ’65 and Kantaben Patel; Cynthia Powers;
Craig ’79 and Cindy Reed; Glenda Roberts;
Dave ’70 and Patti Rommelmann; Mark
Schmidt ’98, ’01, ’06; Morgan Shale; Mike
Simmons ’64, ’71, ’81; and Mike ’73 and Brandy
Steffens. Missouri S&T representatives: Elaine
Russell and Marianne Ward.
Jan. 12 – Local alumni came out 
to support the women’s and men’s 
Missouri S&T basketball Miners as they 
took on the University of Missouri-St. Louis
Tritons. After the game, a happy hour was
held at the Golden Greeks Restaurant in
nearby Ferguson, Mo., with complimentary 
appetizers provided by the section. 
Thank you to Randy Dreiling ’81, 
section vice president, for organizing this
event.
Those in attendance included Don ’93 
and Nancy ’96 Brackhahn; Emile Damotte ’66;
Randy Dreiling ’81; John ’79, ’90 and Marie
Eash; Rhonda Galaske ’79; Neal ’61 and Lynn
Grannemann; John Heidbreder ’77; Jerry ’66
and Jean McCullough; Milton J. Murry ’64, ’80;
Sharon Panian; Tom Schneider ’75; and
Norman Tucker ’40.
rocky mountain
We want your 
section news
Submit your section 
news by Aug. 8 to 
alumni@mst.edu 




St. Louis Auto Show welcomes 
student design teams
Car enthusiasts and local alumni crowded the America’s Center and the Edward Jones
Dome in St. Louis Jan. 23-27 to see the Missouri S&T student design teams at the 2008 
St. Louis Auto Show. Participants in the event included students from the Advanced Aero
Vehicle Group, Baja SAE, Formula SAE, Human-Powered Vehicle, Robotics, Solar Car and
Speed Challenge design teams.
Those in attendance included Joe Adams ’80; Daryl Andershock ’97; Chris Barnett ’92;
Jerry Brendel ’75; Tim Davis ’90; Chris Deck ’01; Tom Deyoung; Mike Duehren ’03; Tony
Duehren ’03; Dave Eppestine ’71; Natalie Frenz ’07; Melissa Giles ’07; Eugen Haberl ’71; Thomas
Kohnen ’72; Norm Kraus ’71; Vince Kunderman ’75; Jerry McCullough ’66; Milt Murry ’64, ’80;
Gordon Neary ’77; James Nelson ’99, ’03; Wayne Nenninger ’71; Rich Ormbsby ’02, ’04; Allen
Pfeuffer ’67; Benji Presser ’07; Andy Rein ’85; Dennis Savat ’97; Wayne Schaeffer ’81; John
Schilling ’73, ’85; Sue Simmons ’84; Rick Sisk ’98; Greg Slack ’70; Ted Stevens ’85; Blaine Stone
’74; Phil Tafan ’70; Jimmy Tokos ’03; Tom Tucker ’58; Deiedre Ware ’02; Anne Welty ’83; Jerry
Wibbenmeyer ’68, ’75; Robert Wright ’76; and Jimmy Zelch ’75.








Niles K. Brill, MinE: “Enjoying 
my 26th year of retirement!”
H. Warren Buckner, ME: “Have
been retired 32 years and still
enjoy every day. Hope to get 
back to Rolla one of these days; 
I haven’t been back since our 
50th in 1992.”
Vernon T. McGhee, MinE: “In
2007, I attended OGS in Branson
and Homecoming in Rolla and
increased the amount of endowed
scholarships for Kappa Alpha 
fraternity in Rolla. In August, I
spent nine days on the Queen 
of the West, sailing the Columbia
and Snake rivers in the
Northwest.”
1943
Jack E. Fleischli, ME: “I continue
to enjoy working as a financial 
representative for Thrivent
Financial for Lutherans. I have
been owner and president of
Capitol Oil & Grease Co. Inc. since
its founding in 1968. My wife and 
I travel on cruises and enjoy time
with our six grandchildren in
California.”
1946
Kenneth M. Wilhelms, CerE, has
been retired for 20 years and now
lives with his wife at Meramec
Bluffs Retirement Campus in
Ballwin, Mo.
1947
Glenn Fritz, MinE: “I trust the
grads of the class of 1947 are still
going strong.”
William P. McKinnell Jr., MetE,
retired in 1986 after 30 years with
Marathon Oil Co.’s Denver
Research Center. He also worked
in petroleum spill cleanup and as 
a contamination cleanup 
consultant. He retired in 1992.
James D. Sullivan, MetE, retired
22 years ago and lives in St.
George, Utah.
1948
Roger E. Nowlin, MetE: “Hello all
you guys of ‘48 and the ‘Greatest
Generation.’ Do you have any
copies of the ‘Green Sheet’? I 
have one copy. Email me at
jjraml4@juno.com.”
1950
Aaron J. Greenberg, CE:
“Received thank you cards from
the Class of 1950 scholarship 
winners and had lunch with
Patricia Haller at Homecoming.”
Merritt Langston, MetE, MS
MetE’52, was awarded the
Certificate of Achievement 
for Meritorious Service to the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Committee on Nuclear
Quality Assurance.
Harold R. Wright, GGph: “I still
live in Arizona with my wife,
Susan. I enjoy the pleasures of
retirement, but I keep up with 
the mining activities around the
world.”
1951
Gerald Bellis, CE: “After 37 years
with Chevron USA, I retired as
chief design and construction
engineer for the Eastern Region.
My wife, Mary, and I moved to
our house on Lake Palestine south
of Tyler, Texas. In September 2007,
I retired from a volunteer position
with SCORE, a non-profit business
counseling agency. We enjoy living
in east Texas and continue to be
active in our church.”
Kenneth E. Burkhead Sr., CE,
retired from the city of Kansas
City, Mo., in 1993 after 42 years.
William S. Harper, ChE: “As we
enter our 80s, we’re slowing down,
but try to keep up with golf,
church, volunteering at the library
and choir. Last year we spent two
weeks touring the Mexican
Highlands, usually at more than
5,000-foot elevations. Last summer
we flew to Denver and drove to
Wyoming for our son’s 50th 
birthday.”
John A. Hirner, EE: “My wife and 
I still live in New Jersey. We have
thoughts of downsizing to a 
retirement community. Not sure
with the bad weather that we
would pick Missouri, but it has
been on the list.”
Roy Miles, GGph: “Still happily
retired at 78. We spend about 10
weeks per year at the cottage near
Huntsville, Ontario, from May to
June. From August to September,
we’re on Peninsula Lake north of
Toronto.”
Alden D. Williams, PetE: “I have
been retired for more than 20
years and married to Lois for more
than 53 years. We are both doing
very well, except for being a little
short on memory. Hope to see all
at Homecoming in 2008.” 
1953
James Edward Akers, Chem: 
“I retired from Shell Oil Co. in June
1991. We have four children and
nine grandchildren. Our two boys
graduated from UMR.”
Elwood L. Knobel, ChE: “Now
retired after 55 years of great
work.”
1954
Harold A. Koelling, MetE, MS
MetE’61, and his wife, Jeanette, 
celebrated 50 years of marriage 
in June 2007.
1958
Joseph C. Kroutil, ME, MS ME’63:
“Work was good. Retirement is
great. I am looking forward to my
grandson attending Missouri S&T
next year.”
Dennis E. Mason, EE: “I continue
to work as a consultant in the
printing industry, returning 
recently from speaking at a 
conference in Gothenburg,
Sweden. In 2006, I spoke in
Shanghai, China; in 2005 in 
Cape Town, South Africa.”
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Riding strong under
the Arizona sun
Joe Quinn, MinE’49, has had 
surgery on both of his hips, including
one replacement, but that doesn’t stop
him from riding 66 miles in the annual
El Tour cycling event in Arizona. 
Quinn’s wife, Charlotte, bought him
his first bike on his 65th birthday. Quinn,
now 82, raced in his first El Tour in 1994.
He’s only missed one since then, and
that was after he broke a hip in a biking
accident.
The only bad thing about really
long rides, according to Quinn, who 
was recently interviewed by the Arizona
Daily Star, is that “your butt gets sore.”
The El Tour has become a family
event for the Quinns. Each year, Joe
rides in the race along with his sons and
other family members from around the
country. 
Quinn is retired from a 41-year
career with Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Co. in Milwaukee. 
The Quinns now reside in Arizona. (continued on page 38)
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Phi Kappa Theta alumnus Richard Stegemeier, MinE’50,
comes to the global warming debate from his perspective as 
the former head of a big oil company. Stegemeier questions
whether or not fossil fuels have really made a big impact on the
environment. But that doesn't have to be a controversial stance, 
as far as he’s concerned.
Stegemeier, former chair and chief executive officer of Unocal
Corp., thinks global warming fears will soon be replaced almost
entirely with energy concerns. Regardless of what you believe
about global warming, Stegemeier says there aren’t enough fossil
fuels left to cause major damage to the environment. “By 2050, 
the amount of emissions will be falling no matter what we do,” 
he told a Missouri S&T audience in April.
Stegemeier, a member of the National Academy of
Engineering, presented two guest lectures titled “Global Warming -
Physical or Political Science?” to overflowing crowds in the
Havener Center on April 4. He postulated that, since the last ice
age, the Earth has been going through a long-lasting period of
global warming with some fluctuations. He also said that sea 
levels have been continuously rising since the last ice age.
But Stegemeier's focus is the rapid decline of fossil fuel
resources. He says oil, gas and coal reserves have reached peak 
levels, or will very soon, and that demand for energy is exploding.
He recommends a renewed emphasis on nuclear power and calls
for young minds to help solve the impending energy crisis.
During his 45-year career with Unocal, Stegemeier worked in
the United States, Japan, Australia, Borneo, Sumatra, Bangladesh,
Burma, India, Pakistan and the Philippines.
When he became president and CEO in 1985, the price of 
oil had dropped from $29 per barrel to $12 per barrel, and the 
corporation was fighting off a hostile takeover from tycoon 
T. Boone Pickens. Under Stegemeier, the corporation survived 
and thrived, becoming the ninth largest oil company in the United
States. Unocal eventually merged with Chevron Corp. in 2005.
Stegemeier, a distinguished research professor at 
Missouri S&T, is also a member of the Board of Trustees.
Running out of fossil fuels
In 1952, Gerald W. Hoffstetter,
ChE’54, of Schenectady, N.Y., became
one of the first members of Beta Sigma
Psi fraternity on the Missouri S&T 
campus. 
At left is the chapter’s first 
composite photo. Hoffstetter’s photo is
third from the left on the bottom row.  
A first for Beta
Sigma Psi
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Activity, diet help
grad battle cancer
Gerald Glass, ME’65, once finished
third in his age group in the Boston
Marathon, and he holds distance 
running records for his age group 
all over the Midwest. So, when the 
semi-retired mechanical engineer was
diagnosed with prostate cancer seven
years ago, he was determined to keep
going strong.
Glass underwent chemotherapy,
radiation and other treatments, but he
largely credits a high-protein diet for
keeping the cancer at bay. The diet 
consists mainly of chicken, fish, broccoli
and cauliflower. “The Japanese have low
rates of cancer,” Glass recently told the
Springfield News-Leader. “If they move 
to Hawaii and start an American diet,
incidence of having cancer skyrockets.”
Glass has been running since 1983.
He plans to run in 35 to 40 races this
year alone.
1960
Paul R. Jordan, EE: “Still living 
in Lake San Marcos, Calif., and
enjoying retirement. I keep active
in community events, play golf
and travel frequently.”
Hossein Keshari, ChE: “Just
returned from overseas from 
a peaceful and important task. 
All is okay. Enjoy life.”
James L. Nagy, MetE: “Retired
since 1998 and enjoying every
day.”
1961
William E. Mathews, CE:
“Enjoying retirement and frequent
Space-A travel on military aircraft
in Europe and Asia. Army Reserve
retirement has this great travel
benefit. It started with ROTC at
UMR!”
1962
Russell A. Kamper, CE: “I retired
and Laura and I moved to Dayton,
Ohio, to be near our family. I do
consulting work to stay in touch
with friends in the industry.”
1963
Edward Benn, MetE: “I’ve been
retired since 2001 and enjoying
life.”
Maurice L. Northcutt, CE, MS
CE’64: “Heartiest greetings to Paul
Munger, CE’58, MS CE’61, and
Jerry Bayless, CE’59, MS CE’62. 
I think they are the only ones left
from 1964-65.”
1964
Kenneth J. Wulfert Jr., ChE,
retired from Monsanto Co. in 1998
after 34 years. This year is the 10th
anniversary of his chemical 
industry consulting practice to the
global phosphorus, phosphoric
acid and phosphate products
industry.
1965
Gary D. Bickel, Phys: “Still 
working off and on as an electrical 
engineer. My wife, Myra, is a
retired registered nurse. My son,
Daniel, is a surgical assistant. My
daughter, Jennifer, is a neurologist.”
Gary D. Brunner, EE, MS EE’67: 
“I retired from Lockheed Martin
after 40 years. I now work part
time as a business development
consultant in the aerospace 
industry.”
Walter C. Mulyca, MetE: “After
more than 42 years with Alcoa
Inc., I retired last year as senior
metallurgical engineer. For the
time being, Anne and I plan to
stay in Massena, N.Y., along the
Canadian border. I also ‘retired’
from being president of the Rotary
Club last year.”
Michael D. Smith, ME: “Still
enjoying full-time RVing, spending
winters in the south and summers
in the north.”
1966
Robert L. Johnson, MetE: “I am
getting back to my metallurgical
roots by setting up a ‘hot shop’ to
do blacksmithing. Retirement is
great and I enjoy life to the fullest.
I live on Whidbey Island in Puget
Sound north of Seattle and am
active in the local Lions Club.”
1967
John Michael Evans, ME:
“Retirement is great and we 
thoroughly enjoy it. Keeping busy
with some board work, golf,
watercolor painting, exercise, 
sailing and reading. The wonderful
grandsons keep us grounded 
in reality.”
1968
Forrest W. Breyfogle III, ME:
“Authored four new books/
volumes this year about going
beyond lean Six Sigma and the
Balanced Scorecard methodology.”
Bobby T. Cox, MetE: “Acorn
Stamping made Inc. magazine’s
Inc. 5,000 list of the fastest-
growing companies in America.
Not bad for a little manufacturing 
company in the economically
depressed state of Michigan. Two
more grandkids this year. Grady
Jean St. John and Nathen Karl Cox
make a total of four, all under age
4. We still mourn the loss of our
daughter, Bobi Jean, last year. We
press on.”
Got a dream job? A dirty job?
Tell us about it. 
Email news@mst.edu
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Willie E. McCullah Jr., CerE: 
“I retired after 38 years of making
glass for PPG Industries and AFG
Industries/Asahi. I play a lot of golf
and caddie part time at Augusta
National. Mary spends her days
with her horse Tonka’s Freedom 
at the stables at Mt. Vintage
Plantation.”
1969
Charles W. Foster, CE, MS ME’70:
“Still working for Army in
Washington, D.C. Retirement is
beginning to look attractive.”
Richard A. “Dick” Walter, CE,
was named to the Missouri
Southern State University Board 
of Governors by Gov. Matt Blunt.
Walter retired in 2005 as a district
engineer from the Missouri
Department of Transportation. 
1970
Jimmy L. Davis, ME, retired from
Ameren in October after 35 years
of service.
1971
David W. Bondurant, EE, is
MRAM product manager for
Freescale Semiconductor Inc. in
Austin, Texas.
James A. Faletti, EMgt, MS
EMgt’79, and his wife, Maureen,
became first-time grandparents
when James Joseph Faletti was
born on May 21, 2007.
Rich Mues, EE, is senior project
manager for POWER Engineers in
St. Louis. He co-wrote an article
that appeared in the Jan. 1 issue of
Transmission & Distribution World
titled “Northeast Utilities Applies
Design-Bid-Build.”
1972
Kim S. Allen, ChE, retired from
Emerson Process Management in
July 2007 to join the Construction
Industry Institute as associate
director of knowledge 
management in Austin, Texas.
Frederick J. Niermann Jr., CE, 
MS CE’79, retired from the federal 
government after 32 years of 
service with the Corps of
Engineers, Coast Guard and the
Environmental Protection Agency.
1973
John Hofer, CE: “During our
almost 34 years in Tennessee, I
have worked for a consulting firm
in Chattanooga, and for the past
23 years as vice president of Hale
Construction Inc. Janet and I have
enjoyed white-water rafting, 
gardening, and restoring and 
cruising in our ’66 Olds 442 
convertible. Our two daughters,
Julie and Joni, have given us two
great grandsons.”
John M. Keating, MetE: “Nancy
and I are traveling more now that 
I retired from industry and limit
myself to consulting for 
universities and government 
agencies. Mandy is finishing up 
her doctorate in psychology and
teaching at Webster. We still fly
the plane around Florida and
chase old electric trains. Come
visit us in Lakeland, Fla.”
Jimmy D. Martin, ME, was
recently transferred from
Bakersfield, Calif., to Houston,
Texas, with Plains Exploration 
and Production Co.
Rosemary Owens, CE: “Our
daughter, Rachel, got married in
June 2007. She graduated summa
cum laude last May from Virginia
Tech with a degree in mechanical
engineering and now works at
Dahlgren for Naval Sea Systems
Command. Our son, David, is a
sophomore at Virginia Tech and 
is working toward a degree in
entomology.”
Steven M. Skasick, CE: “I was
honored to give Marcie Warner
away in marriage to Ken Clayton Jr.
on Nov. 16, 2007. Marcie is the
daughter of the late John Warner,
GeoE’70, MS GeoE’71.”
Wesley S. Watkins, CE: “Recently
relocated to Bixby, Okla., but 
continue as senior vice president
for Michael Baker Jr. Inc. Spent
May 2007 in Baghdad’s Green
Zone working on U.S. Army 
transition plan for the 
reconstruction of Iraq.”
1974
Michael J. “Boots” Miller, AE, 
is a retired Air Force colonel and
now is a civil servant working as
director of operations for 
international training for 
the Air Force.
1976
Benjamin R. Ackley, ME:
“Recently became proud 
grandparents of ‘future Miner’
twins. My company, Thermal
Components, is becoming an
extension of the university with
former students Brandon Ackley,
Lucas Hillis, ME’03, Adam Hunt,
ChE’02, and David Talken, ME’96,
contributing to our success.”
Mike Mullen, EE, is a technical
manager with Halliburton Energy
Services in Denver.
1978
Douglas C. Melton Jr., MS GGph:
“Enjoying the high activity level in
the oil and gas business. Spent
time with Bill O’Brien, MS
Geol’78, climbing in Ecuador last
spring and with him and Dave
Thompson, GGph’76, MS Geol’78,
climbing in the Cascades last 
summer.”
1979
Mark P. Foley, ME: “Gayla and 
I are busy running our building
supply company, Brookline
Doorworks, in Springfield, Mo.
Our daughter, Danielle, is now a
sophomore at Missouri S&T and
she is having a great time. I love 
to see the progress and 
improvements at the university.”
Thomas J. Hagale, AE, is the
human factors systems 
engineering lead on the SBInet
program (Secure Border Initiative)
for the Department of Homeland
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Preparing for war
After the attack on Pearl Harbor 
in December 1941, Joe Berndt, ChE’43,
and others in the advanced ROTC 
program on campus knew they were
going to get an accelerated education. 
Berndt graduated early and went to
Officer Candidate School at Fort Belvoir,
Va. Then he was assigned to a combat
engineering battalion at Fort Lewis,
Wash., and went to the Eastern Oregon
desert for maneuvers. By the end of the
year (1944), he landed in England. And a
few weeks later, he was part of the third
wave of Americans to storm the shores
of France. 
Berndt, who says he saw a “few
skirmishes,” wound up in the Battle of
the Bulge and went all the way to the
Elbe River in Germany.
One of Berndt’s memories is of
American servicemen pretending to
take pictures of all of the girls as they
moved through France, even though
their cameras didn’t have any film. 
After the war, Berndt started his
career at Union Carbide Corp. in
Charleston, W.Va. He later went to work
at Monsanto and spent the rest of his
career there. He lives in St. Louis. 
Calling his own shots
Phil Miller, ME’71, spent 22 years
working for companies before he finally
decided he wanted to start calling his
own shots. Actually, Miller recently told
a group of students at Grandview (Mo.)
High School that getting fired from a
safe job was what prompted him to start
taking risks.
In 1995, Miller founded Long Wave
Inc., an engineering and information
technology firm that does contracting
work for the government. Now, he also
owns a software company, a lumber
company that imports timber from
South America, and a team in the Arena
Football League 2, the Oklahoma City
Yard Dawgz. 
(continued on pg. 40)







Security at The Boeing Co. in
Huntsville, Ala.
Robert E. Hudgson, EE, was 
promoted to director of Navy 
yard operations for maternity
apparel designer and retailer
Mothers Work.
Steve Lang, MinE, MS MinE’80,
joined Centerra Gold Inc. as vice
president and chief operating 
officer.
Gary J. Pendergrass, MS GeoE,
was appointed to the Missouri
Board of Geologist Registration 
by Gov. Matt Blunt. Pendergrass 
is manager of environmental 
compliance at City Utilities in
Springfield, Mo. 
1980
Don Guenther, ChE: “My 
company, Car Wash Products, is
doing well in St. Louis. Discounts
to alumni. Coming next, Happy
Tails Pet Wash, stay tuned.”
1981
Mary S. (Klorer) Owens, ME: 
“I founded Black Diamond
Associates, a business coaching
firm, in 2003. Last year we were 
a finalist for small business of the
year in Tampa, Fla.”
Mark Nealon, EE, was named
manager of reliability 
improvement at AmerenUE.
David Strubberg, ME, was named
manager of AmerenUE’s Rush
Island plant in Festus, Mo.
1982
Don Anselm, EMgt, MS EMgt’89:
“I was promoted to senior 
manager and have been with
McDonnell Douglas/Boeing for 
25 years. Sherri (Puckett),
NucE’85, and I live in Ballwin, Mo.,
and our kids are doing great.
Lauren, a senior, is quite a singer
and dancer and plans to study
musical theater. Blake, a fifth
grader, plays select soccer 
(surprise).”
Russell Bullock, MS EMgt, was
profiled in the Nov. 2, 2007 issue
of the Rochester Business Journal.
Bullock is president, chair and
CEO of Erdman Anthony and
Associates Inc. in Rochester, N.Y.
Diana Esry, EMch: “This year we
have three kids in college – two at
the University of Florida and one
at the University of Virginia. Future
teacher, banker and engineer. Our
youngest is a sophomore in high
school.” 
Tom Esry, ChE, continues to make
computer chips at Qimonda. “I
had back surgery in September
and still go to physical therapy
twice a week.”
Lynn Elmer Johnson, ME, 
celebrated 25 years with The
Boeing Co. last July. He and Marie
celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary last June. They have
two sons, David, 22, and Micah,
15, and live in Warrenton, Mo.
Kevin J. Isom, GeoE, and Rebecca
J. (Kovarik) Isom, ME’83, live in
Parkville, Mo., with their youngest
son. Kevin recently joined xpedx’s
Saalfeld Division. Their oldest son
is double majoring in electrical
engineering and computer science
at Missouri S&T.
Kathryn Walker, MS EMgt, 
is Sprint Nextel’s senior vice 









Recognition Award by the 
St. Louis Section of the American
Society of Civil Engineers. 
1986
Mary Besterfield-Sacre, EMgt, is
an associate professor of industrial
engineering at the University of
Pittsburg. She co-authored a paper
published in the October 2007
issue of the Journal of Engineering
Education discussing development
of a work-sampling methodology.
Darryl Davis, MS ME, was named




S. Keith Hargrove, MS EMgt, 
has returned to his position as
chair of the industrial 
engineering department at
Morgan State University in
Baltimore, Md.
1988
Robert Bain, EE, has been elected
chief operating partner of the
patent law firm Senniger Powers in
St. Louis. Bob is pictured among
Miner patent attorneys Rich
Schuth, ChE’87; Mike Godar,
ME’72; Andy Wegman, ChE’98;
Bob Bain, EE’88; Nancy (Bergner)
Swiezynski, EE’03; and Paul
Fleischut, MetE’85. 
Robert Ivy, ME, is vice president
of engineering and office manager
at George F. Young Inc. in Tampa,
Fla.
Edwin Bane Kroeger, GeoE: 
“In October I took a job with
Peabody Energy as the chief 
engineer at the Wildest Hills
Mine.”
Kevin Lee Marrs, EE: “Vicki and I
enjoy Denver and working for
Northrop. Our eldest starts college
this fall in Boulder (alas, not
Missouri S&T).”
Tom McClenahan, MetE: “Kandi
and I still live in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Our two oldest are going 
to college – unfortunately not at
Missouri S&T. Doctors and 
business majors in our future – no
engineers. We miss Rolla and hope
to return to campus soon. Best
wishes to the Class of 2008. Go
Miners!”
Mark Shlanta, ME, MS EMgt’91,
was profiled in the Dec. 26, 2007,
Sioux Falls Business Journal. Shlanta
is the CEO of SDN
Communications and chair of 
the Sioux Falls Development
Foundation’s board of directors.
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Shooting down 
spy satellites
When Defense Secretary Robert
Gates gave the final go-ahead to shoot 
a satellite out of orbit last February,
Petty Officer 2nd Class Andrew
Jackson, CompE’03, was the guy 
who made it happen. 
A fire controlman in the Navy,
Jackson is responsible for conducting
missile launches. “I’ve done a whole
bunch of these,” Jackson told the Kansas
City Star. “But there was a lot more 
tension this time.”
The doomed U.S. spy satellite was
carrying toxic fuel. The decision was
made to blow it up into little pieces
rather than take the risk that the whole
thing would slip out of orbit and fall to
Earth. 
With Jackson at the controls, the
missile was launched from a Navy 
cruiser and scored a direct hit on its 
target. 


















on Dec. 1, 2005,
and had been their







July 27, 2007. 
Christopher Claussen, EE’05, and
Rebecca (Tilman) Claussen, MS
Math’05, had a girl, Allison Marie, 
on Nov. 26, 2007. Her grandparents 
are Robin (Bohnenkamp) Tilman,
EMgt’78, and Erik Tilman, ME’77, 
and her great-grandfather is Milton
Tilman, MetE’60. 
Josh Collier, ME’02,




on March 17, 2007. 
Jane (Stoll) Cosgrove, EMgt’91, 
and her husband, Michael, had a girl,
Jocelyn, on Dec. 25, 2006. She joins 
sister Arabella, 2. Their grandmother 
is Emma (Stoll) Henderson, Engl’89. 
Lisa (Peterkort) Derr, GeoE’99, and
her husband, Carl, had a girl, Addyson
Elizabeth, on March 27, 2007. She joins
sister Austyn, 3. Their grandfather is
William Peterkort, EE’72. 
Steven E. Eilerman, ME’92, and 
his wife, Laura, had triplets, Isabella
Annmarie, Alexander Steven and Ethan
Exton, on April 25, 2007. They join 
sisters Katie and Amanda. 
Eric Gill, PetE’86, and his wife, Paige,
had a boy, Ryan William, on Aug. 20,
2007. He joins sister Hannah and 
brother Ethan.
Michael Holm, MetE’95, PhD MetE’99,
and his wife, Kathy, had a boy, Joseph
Nickelous, on Aug. 21, 2007. 
Martin O. Hovland, CE’00, and
Rebecca (Monaghan) Hovland,











wife, Vivian, had 
a boy, Miles
Manuel, on 
April 22, 2007. 
Bob Moore, ME’90,
and his wife, Leah,
had a boy, Griffin
Xavier, on Aug. 11,
2007. He joins
brothers Robert, 12,
and Roman, 8, and




had a boy, Corban
Douglas Richard,




















2004. He is pictured at age 2 with her
son, Kris Risner, 10. 
Ryan Schaecher, EE’02, and Diana
(Arflack) Schaecher, CerE’00, had 
a boy, Wyatt Mason, in June 2007. 




GeoE’96, had a girl,
Isabella Mae, on
Oct. 18, 2007. 
She joins brother
Alexander, 7. Her
grandfather is Steven Walker, EMgt’71. 
Rick Szevery, MetE’02, and Kearney
(O’Connor) Szevery, MetE’02, had a
girl, Josephine Marie, on July 8, 2007.
Her aunt is Mary (Windish) Bohn,
EE’89, and her uncle is Jim Bohn,
ME’89, MS ME’96. 
Phil Wentz, EE’93, and Tara M.
(Kruep) Wentz, ChE’97, had a girl,
Samantha Marie, on June 4, 2007. 
She joins Alex, 3.
John Wulf, CE’93, and his wife, Laura,
had a boy, Jude Thomas, in November
2007. He joins brother John and sister
Emma.
future miners
If you have a birth announcement, or a photo of your new little Miner, 
send it to us and we’ll publish it in an upcoming issue. Email: alumni@mst.edu
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1989
Jim Engelhard, EE, was promoted
to vice president of construction











Fred Held, CE, was promoted by
PSI Inc. to manager of the Holcim
Cement Special Project in 
St. Louis.
1993
Jon Michael Gibbs, PetE: 
“Now living in Nigeria as facility
engineering manager for
ExxonMobil.”
Michael Munsell, ME, and his
wife, Sheila (Connors) Munsell,
CE’94, live in Ballwin, Mo., with
their two daughters and three
sons.
Thomas R. Sellers, EE, and his
wife, Donna, have established
John’s Foundation for Cushing’s 
Awareness in honor of their son,
John, who has Cushing’s disease.
For more information, visit
www.JFCAinc.com or call Donna
at 678-267-9497.
Albert Frank “Jay” Winkeler III,
EE, Engl, is senior specialist 
engineer at The Boeing Co. in 
St. Louis. In October he was
awarded a patent for software that 
moves data between computer







in St. Louis. 
1994
Kirk Carson, CE, joined Scott
Consulting Engineers PC as a 
project manager.
1995
David Allen Ryckman, GGph, is a
senior geologist with J.S. Redpath
Mining Contractors working in
Arizona Strip uranium mines
south of Kanab, Utah.
(continued on page 44)
Tinker named 
top engineer
Matt Tinker, ME’05, has been
named the 2008 Young Engineer of 
the Year by the St. Louis chapter of 
the Missouri Society of Professional
Engineers (MSPE). The award is given
annually to an engineer aged 34 or
younger who has distinguished himself
or herself within the engineering 
profession and community.
For the past three years, Tinker 
has served as chair of the St. Louis
MathCounts competition sponsored by
MSPE. He also captains a Relay for Life
team to raise money for the American
Cancer Society.
MISSOURI UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Distance and Continuing Education  •  Phone: 573-341-4992  •  Email: dce@mst.edu  •  Web: dce.mst.edu
New Madrid Seismic Zone Conference
Preparing for a Significant 
Central U.S. Earthquake





What are the risks of a 
major earthquake occurring?
How should we prepare? 
Register now to attend
newmadridconf.mst.edu
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weddings
Marc Bailey, MS CE’04, and Sally Breite, MS
EnvE’07, were married on Sept. 2, 2007. Sally 
lives in St. Louis and is employed by Jacobs
Engineering. Marc is a captain in the U.S. Army
serving a 15-month deployment to Iraq. 
Justin Bruemmer, EE’07, married Sarah
Massman on Aug. 4, 2007. The couple lives 
in Jefferson City, Mo.
David Denney, CSci’03, and Genna Belt,
GGph’05, were married on Dec. 22, 2007. 
The couple lives in Peoria, Ill. 
Tod DeVeydt Jr., Engl’95, and Shelia Thomas,
Hist’90, were married on July 14, 2007. The 
couple lives in Sullivan, Mo.
Matthew Evers, ME’96, MS ME’99, married
Rebecca Lynn Krengel on April 21, 2007. 
The couple lives in Evansdale, Iowa.
Thomas O. Glynn, ME’03, married Kimberly
Santen in September 2005. The couple lives in
Olathe, Kan. Tom works for PAS Technologies
Inc. 
Scot Harms, Chem’04, MS ABio’07, married
Ashley Jackson on June 2, 2007. The couple 
lives in Kansas City, Mo.
Robert L. Hormell III, ChE’95, married Suzann
Pickerill and now has a stepdaughter named
Allissa.
Jared R. Hoskins, ME’06, married Alyssa A. Byers
on July 7, 2007. The couple lives in Fort Morgan,
Colo.
Matt Kisler, EE’01, and Amanda Carter,
NDD’01, were married on April 2, 2005. The 
couple lives in St. Charles, Mo. Matt works for
National Instruments Corp. and Amanda works
for The Boeing Co. 
Josh Lehmen, CE’07, married Jessica Luebbering
on Aug. 11, 2007. The couple lives in Columbia,
Mo.
Justin Douglas Lightner, CE’07, married Melissa
Suzanne Mullin on May 19, 2007. The couple
lives in Lee’s Summit, Mo.
Grant Mabie, BAdm’05, and Patty Weng,
Math’05, were married on June 29, 2007. 
The couple lives in St. Louis.
James Nelson, CSci’05, and Erin Schepker,
ME’05, were married on Sept. 3, 2006. The 
couple lives in St. Peters, Mo. James works for
Reuters America and Erin works for Anheuser-
Busch Inc.
Neel Patel, AE’06, and Jessica Edgar, EE’07, 
were married on June 9, 2007. The couple lives 
in Kansas City, Mo.
Kyle Andrew Perry, MinE’06, married Callie
Noel Meyer on Dec. 29, 2006. The couple lives 
in Lexington, Ky.
Chris Reeves, ChE’04, and Sarah Cupps,
CerE’03, MS EMgt’06, were married on May 18,
2007. The couple lives in St. Charles, Mo. Chris
works for Innoventor Inc. and Sarah works for
The Boeing Co. 
Seth Alan Reeves, MinE’07, and Amy Marie
Boulch, GGph’07, were married on Sept. 15,
2007. They both work for Kennecott Utah
Copper at the Bingham Canyon Mine in Salt
Lake City.
Chris Reinke, ME’06, married Lisa Blume on
June 30, 2007. The couple lives in Houston,
Texas.
Andrew Rose, MS EMgt’04, married Katherine
Lauren Spiess on Sept. 23, 2007. The couple lives
in Manhattan, Kan.
Jonathan Sommer, EMgt’04, and Lucie
Johannes, MetE’02, PhD MetE’06, were married
on June 9, 2007. The couple lives in Houston,
Texas, where Jonathan works for Structural
Preservation Systems and Lucie works for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Jon Stewart, ChE’03, MS Chem’05, and
Christina Michelle Baker, GeoE’04, were 
married on March 31, 2007. The couple lives 
in Kansas City, Mo.
Philip Waggoner, EMgt’03, married Anna
Jennings on June 23, 2007. The couple lives at
Fort Benning in Columbus, Ga.
Kathryn “Katie” Walton, ChE’03, married Alex
DeVries on Sept. 8, 2007. The couple lives in
Battlefield, Mo.
Minjie (Major) Xu, MS ME’99, married Ruixian
Shan on Aug.10, 2007. The couple lives in 
St. Louis. 
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If you would like a wedding announcement published, please email it to: alumni@mst.edu
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David Boles, GeoE, joined 
Otter Creek Engineering’s East
Middlebury, Vt., office.
Rebecca Lee Steinman, NucE,
works for Advent Engineering. 
Her husband, Joe Dickerson, CE’97,
works for Cummins & Barnard Inc.,
both in Ann Arbor, Mich.
1997
Scott Rutenkroger, NucE, MS
NucE’01, PhD EE’04, was named 
resident inspector of the James A.
FitzPatrick nuclear power plant in
Scriba, N.Y.
Joe Dickerson, CE’97, works for
Cummins & Barnard Inc., in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
2000
Stephanie Pavlick, MS EMgt,
joined Virtual Heroes Inc. as 
business development manager.
2001
Sam Ash, MinE, was promoted to
manager of new operations at
Yukon-Nevada Gold Corp.
Leah Battle, MetE, was promoted
to production manager at
Raytheon’s Precision Manufacturing
facility in Dallas. She manages the
chemical finishing, heat treating
and welding areas.
2002
Leann R. Splitter, NucE, received
her master of music degree in
trumpet performance from the
University of Illinois in 2006. After
graduation, she enlisted in the
Marine Corps and is a member of
the Quantico Marine Corps Band
based in Quantico, Va.
2003
Andy Kindle, ME, was elected 
by write-in votes during the
November election to the Asbury,
Iowa, City Council.
2006
Thomas Qualls, CE, joined S.M.
Wilson & Co. in St. Louis as a 
project engineer. 
2007
Ryan Griffin, Hist, began his 
teaching career in Louisiana, Mo. 
He teaches high school social 
studies and coaches middle school
football and high school baseball. 
Jill Henzler, CE, joined Tarlton
Corp. in St. Louis as a project 
engineer.
Mechanical Engineering Alumni: 
Show off your pride with our new shirt.
Please complete the order form and postmark with
payment to: ASME (Missouri S&T), 218 Havener
Center, Missouri S&T, Rolla, MO 65409. There will
be three batch mailings. Payments must be
received by July 25 for the Aug. 13 mailing, by
Aug. 15 for the Sept. 3 mailing, and by Sept. 15 for
the Sept. 24 mailing. Please make checks payable
to Missouri S&T. Size (Cost each): S, M, L, XL






Polo Shirt (Please indicate quantity per size)
Small___ Medium___ Large___ XL___ 2XL___ 3XL___
Total: $ _______Roger E. Nowlin, MetE’48, jjraml4@juno.com
email Send your email address to — alumni@mst.edu
The solar tradition
continues...
Eight days. Three thousand 
kilometers. Cars powered by the 
sun. October 2007 marked the 20th
anniversary of the Panasonic World
Solar Challenge (PWSC), a solar car 
race through the Australian Outback
from Darwin to Adelaide. The Missouri
S&T Solar Car Team did not make the 
journey this year, but two of its alumni
did. Brian Call, ME’97, MS EMch’99, 
and Gail Lueck, EMgt’02, MS EMgt’03,
served in volunteer staff positions for
the event, helping inspect vehicles in
Darwin and working at the control 
stops along the race. Read about their 
experiences and see photos of their
adventure at magazine.mst.edu.






• We are happy to announce weddings, births 
and promotions, after they have occurred.
•  We will mention a spouse’s name if it is 
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provided by the alumnus/alumna.
•  Missouri S&T Magazine will announce deaths, 
if information is submitted by an immediate 
family member, or from a newspaper obituary.
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than two years before the date of publication 
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1932
Rex T. Horn, EE,
was a member of
the track team. 
He worked for St.
Joseph Light and
Power for more
than 30 years and
was a lifetime member of The







Corp. for 41 years.
He held many
patents and was a member of 




was a member of
Pi Kappa Alpha.
He was an expert
in the siting, layout
and design of
manufacturing plants and 
institutional facilities. Mr.
Dickinson served 13 years on 
the Littleton, Colo., school board,
with nine years as president, and
served as county commissioner








served in the U.S.
Navy during World War II and
retired as chief commissioned
naval officer after 26 years. 
( July 6, 2007)
Floyd P. Smith,
ME, was a member
of the Army ROTC.
He served as a
captain in the U.S.
Army Corps of
Engineers during
World War II. Mr. Smith was
licensed in five states and traveled
worldwide during his career. He
was active in the Associated
General Contractors of California
and served as president of the







Edwin A. Zwald, MinE, was a
member of Phi Kappa Phi and the
Tech Club. He worked for Pennzoil







his service as a
Fighter Pilot Ace 
in the U.S. Army Air Corps during
World War II. He served in the U.S.
Navy as a civil engineer, retiring in
1965. Mr. O’Neill retired from
Washington University as director
of physical facilities. (Dec. 18, 2007)
1949
Jesse W. Bowen
Jr., EE, was a 
member of Tau






was a member 













II. During his 
mining career, he worked in 
several states, Venezuela and
Mexico. Mr. Whitlock and his 
wife retired to Tucson, Ariz., in









to have a long career in mining
engineering and in public and 
governmental affairs. His work
took him from the oil fields of the
Gulf Coast to the uranium mines 
of Wyoming and to the shores of
South Africa. In the Hot Springs,
Ark., area, Mr. Blancke was a 
popular substitute teacher and
performed with a ukulele band 
at local nursing facilities. 
(Dec. 2, 2007)  
Robert E.
McDonald, MetE,
was a member of
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
He served in the
U.S. Marine Corps
during World War
II and retired from Oak Ridge
National Laboratory in 1991. 
(Aug. 2, 2007)
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was a member of
the Radio Club
and earned several
medals for his 
service in the U.S.
Navy during World War II. He
worked for IBM for 30 years, 
retiring as manufacturing manager
in 1984. (Dec. 4, 2007)
1951
Ervin E. “Erv”
Dunn, ME, was a
member of Kappa
Alpha and served
in the U.S. Navy
during World 
War II. Prior to his
1988 retirement, he oversaw
construction projects overseas





( June 23, 2007)
Harold E.
Whitson, EE,
served in the U.S.
Army Air Corps
during World War
II and retired from
Westinghouse
Electric Co. after 37 years of 
service. He was involved in his
children’s activities throughout
their lives, was active in his church
and enjoyed hunting, fishing and
golf. (Dec. 9, 2007)
1952
Robert L. “Bob”
Proctor, ME, was a
member of Sigma




served in the U.S. Army during the
Korean War. Mr. Proctor owned
and operated Proctor Supply Co.
in Ziegler, Ill. ( Jan. 18, 2008)
1954
Walter L. Irvin Jr., MetE, served 
in the U.S. Army, spending most 
of his active duty in Alaska. He
started his career with the Hughes
Tool Co. and was working for
Cooper Cameron in Houston at
the time of his death. At the age
of 6, he won a Dr. Pepper Joke
Contest. At the age of 12, he won
the New Mexico state shooting
championship. (Feb. 27, 2008)
1958
Warren D. Hooks,
MinE, was a 
member of
Lambda Chi Alpha.
He was a former
president of
Williams & Co. in









Center. He was active in his church
and as an umpire with his local
Little League and secondary
school athletic association. 
(Nov. 3, 2007)
Larry L. Dix, MetE,






Student Union Board, Student
Council, Alpha Sigma Mu honor
society, the Independents, the 
St. Pat’s Board and other 
organizations. He served as first
lieutenant company commander
in the U.S. Army at Fort Benning,
Ga. Mr. Dix retired as vice 
president of total quality 
management from Olin Corp. 
after more than 30 years with 
the company. (Dec. 23, 2007)
Thomas W. Place,
ME, was a member
of Lambda Chi
Alpha, Theta Tau,
the rifle team and
Pershing rifles, and
worked on the
Rollamo and the Missouri Miner.
He retired as director of technical
services from Zapata Haynie Corp.




was a member of
Phi Kappa Theta,
the St. Pat’s Board,
the Newman
Center, Alpha Phi
Omega and Theta Tau, and
worked on the Rollamo. He retired
from The Boeing Co. He belonged
to the Rotary Club, the Elks Lodge
and the Knights of Columbus.
( Jan. 3, 2008)
1963
Louis B. Allen Jr.,
Phys, MS Phys’64,
PhD Phys’68, was
on the track and
cross country
teams and was a
member of Tau
Beta Pi, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Sigma
Pi Sigma, the Radio Club and the
Independents. He was 
instrumental in developing 
the imitation ruby for laser 
communications projects. Dr.
Allen taught at UCLA and worked
for McDonnell Douglas Corp. and









Center. Always the engineer, he
could fix anything and many 
benefited from his expertise in all
areas of life. (Nov. 1, 2007)
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Robert Wilson
(1940-2008)
Robert John Wilson, EE’62, of
Osage Beach, Mo., died Feb. 17 of a
stroke while on a skiing vacation in
Utah. Mr. Wilson 
was a retired 
electrical engineer. 
During his





Corp. After he retired, he was an adjunct
professor at Missouri S&T. He was a
member of the Lake of the Ozarks
Shrine Club and was active in the Miner
Alumni Association. 
Memorial contributions may be
made to the Robert and Dyle Wilson
Scholarship in care of the Miner Alumni
Association, 107 Castleman Hall, 
400 W. 10th St., Rolla, Mo., 65409-0650; 
or to the Student Design and
Experiential Learning Center, 
112 Campus Support Facility, 
1201 State St., Rolla, Mo. 65409-1320.









was the first county engineer for
Pittsburgh, Kan., and constructed
bridges and roads in six states. Mr.
Durnell retired from the Arizona
Department of Transportation 




a member of the
Independents. He
served in the U.S.
Army and retired
after 33 years 
with the Illinois Department of
Transportation. He was preceded
in death by his twin brother,
Maurice Williams, CE’66. 
( Jan. 8, 2008)
1968
James H. Jones,




Sigma, Tau Beta Pi
and Phi Kappa Phi.
He traveled all over the world 
during his 29 years with Monsanto
Co., and then retired with his wife
to Florida. (Nov. 8, 2007)
1969
Gary W. Shawgo,






Transportation and was a second
lieutenant in the Air National
Guard. Mr. Shawgo was a licensed 
professional engineer, a licensed
plumber and a general contractor.
(Dec. 12, 2007)
Gustav J. “Gus” Weber, ME, 
was a member of Sigma Nu. Prior
to self employment, he was an 
energy resource engineer for
Navistar International Corp. 
(May 18, 2007)
1980
Michael R. Oetting, ME, was an
architect and an engineer who
worked on various private and
government projects. From 
1972-76, Mr. Oetting served in 
the military. Later, he worked in
the Secret Service and provided
support for former presidents
Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan
and the King and Queen of
Denmark. (Oct. 2, 2007)
Robert J. “Bob” Sonntag, Econ,
was a member of the football
team and the Tech Engine Club.
He began his career with General
Motors. After receiving a master’s
degree, he joined Cummins Inc. 
as vice president of capital 
management. Mr. Sonntag was 
an enthusiastic participant in an
experimental melanoma 
treatment at the Mayo Clinic 
and spent much time and energy
educating others about the 




GGph, served as a
combat engineer
for the U.S. Army
in Vietnam and
worked as a 
geophysicist in the oil industry. 
He enjoyed spending time with
his family, especially his grandson.
(Sept. 11, 2007)
1984
Billy Franklin Gwaltney, ChE,
served in the U.S. Army and
worked for Cargill for 20 years. 
In 2004, he joined Mid-Missouri
Energy Inc. as general manager 
and CEO of the producer-owned









He worked as a
consulting engineer from his
home in Bozeman, Mont., 
primarily on environmental 
remediation projects and for 










at Bayless High School in St. Louis.
(Dec. 4, 2007)
2003
Shane Alan Cameron, CE, was 
a member of the football team
and was a two-year Alumni
Scholarship recipient. He worked
for the Missouri Department of
Transportation. (Oct. 28, 2007)
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Ken Yost, CE’68, was one of six 
people killed by a gunman who opened
fire at a Kirkwood, Mo., City Council
Meeting Feb. 7. 
An employee of
Kirkwood for 35




out front,” said Mr. 
Yost’s pastor, David
Holyan, at a memorial service. “He
always worked behind the scenes 
to make whatever he touched better.”
Mr. Yost taught Sunday School at
First Presbyterian Church in Kirkwood.
He also designed the church’s website
and led mission trips to provide 
assistance after Hurricane Katrina. 
Mr. Yost served with the Army
Corps of Engineers in Vietnam. Prior 
to going to work for Kirkwood, he






Helen Lasko, wife of the late
Edward P. Lasko, MetE’50, passed 









estate gift of nearly $2 million with
money she made playing the stock 
market. But the gift that meant the
most to her was the $50 check she sent
to the football program every March 17
in honor of Edward’s birthday. Edward
Lasko died in 1976.
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friends
Ronald R. Cox, former university 
electrician (Dec. 1, 2007)
Eber F. Cude Jr. (Dec. 11, 2007)
Teresa French ( Jan. 7, 2008)
Gudrun Margaret Green, wife of retired 
professor Bruce Green (Nov. 17, 2007)
Carmen Ann Horning (Nov. 12, 2007)
Lynn Johnson ( Jan. 2, 2008)
Gertrude V. Leonard, former university 
library clerk (Nov. 29, 2007)
Sylvia K. McQueen, former university
employee (Oct. 30, 2007)
Clarence Elmer Perry, former university
employee (Dec. 30, 2007)
Jeremy L. Schottel, junior in civil 
engineering ( Jan. 21, 2008)
Charles A. Stewart (Oct. 29, 2007)
Judge Billy B. Turley ( Jan. 10, 2008)
Leonard E. Yelton (Oct. 14, 2006)
Dr. Joseph Podzimek, professor
emeritus of mechanical and aerospace
engineering, died Dec. 25, 2007. Dr.
Podzimek was 84. 
As a member of the Czechoslovakian
Air Force, Dr. Podzimek took part in the
liberation of Terezin, a concentration
camp, at the end of World War II. 
Dr. Podzimek was a lifelong scholar
and practicing scientist with an interest
in meteorology and a specialty in aerosol
physics. He earned doctorates in applied
physics and mathematics at Charles
University in Prague. He worked as the
director of the Institute of Physics of
Atmosphere in Prague before coming to
the United States in 1969. Dr. Podzimek
was a professor in Missouri S&T’s
mechanical and aerospace engineering
department for 25 years. He published
more than 200 articles and lectured in
eight languages. 
Jeanne Senne, wife of Dr. Joseph H.
Senne Jr. (professor emeritus and former
chair of civil, architectural and environmental
engineering) died March 23 in Rolla. She was
87. Mrs. Senne loved music and the violin.
She played in the St. Louis Philharmonic and
in orchestras at Iowa State and Missouri S&T.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be
made to the Senne Civil Engineering
Scholarship Fund at Missouri S&T.
Contributions, made payable to Missouri
S&T, may be mailed to 112 Campus Support
Facility, 1201 State St., Rolla, MO 65409-1320.
Dr. Pu (Paul) Yu, a research professor
who had worked in the Materials Research
Center at Missouri S&T since 1990, passed
away on Saturday, March 15, after a long 
battle with cancer. He was 50 years old.
He is survived by his wife, Li Lihui, and
his sons Kevin, 11, and Kaleb, 6. 
Memorial contributions are suggested to
an educational fund for his two sons.
Contributions, payable to Kevin and Kaleb Yu,
can be mailed to: c/o Ms. Li Lihui, 513 Tipton
Court, Rolla, MO 65401.
Dr. Joseph Podzimek
(1923-2007)
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DONOR PROFILE
Going Greek has made a big difference in the lives of two young
alumni who are giving back to Missouri S&T and encouraging other
recent grads to do the same. 
Dale, ME’97, MS EMgt’05, and P atric ia Ruma Spence, EMgt’94, 
MS IST’05, endowed a need-based scholarship that distributes $1,500
annually to one member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and created the
Kappa Delta Sorority Annual Scholarship Fund, which awards $3,000
annually to women on the sorority’s executive council. Patricia hopes 
the fund will be expanded or endowed as other Kappa Delta alumnae
learn of its existence. 
Dale and Patricia also have given their time to a number of alumni
organizations, while remaining active in advisory roles with their 
respective Greek organizations, Pi Kappa Alpha and Kappa Delta. 
And the Spences are doing it all before the age of 40.
“The common view is that you must be retired with a million dollars
to make a difference, and that’s just not the case,” Patricia says. “We are
everyday people in our thirties who feel our Missouri S&T education and
Greek organizations contributed significantly to our successes and ability
to pursue our dreams. That is why giving back to our alma mater is so
important to us.”
Dale and Patricia are trying to inspire other young alumni to do the
same. They point out there are many ways giving can be accomplished,
and not all of them require shelling out big bucks. Dale suggests 
supporting student design teams or annually leveraging an employer’s
matching gift program. “Everyone has a personal reason for giving,” 
Dale says. “Patricia and I believe in education, we believe in the mission
of Missouri S&T, and we believe in assisting students in their goal of
becoming tomorrow’s leaders.”
Dale and Patricia Ruma Spence:
You don’t have to retire with a million dollars to make a difference
photo by Phillip Mackenzie Torbert
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1. They drive a hot car.
2. Everyone loves 
road trips.
3. The sun always shines
on them (unless it rains).
4. They don’t need ethanol.
5. 8 states 
+ 3 provinces 
+ 10 days. 
Added together, 
it’s half of 42.
6. Their good luck charm is
a one-eyed Daruma doll.
7. Gas isn’t going to get
any cheaper.
8. We got Mo-Joe.
9. It takes more power to
run a hair dryer than to
drive a solar car.
10. If we win this race, 
we only need to win 
39 more to have 
42 championships.
11. See sunflowers, canola
fields and wind farms,
oh my!
12. We connect with alums
border to border.
13. When else would you 
go to Medicine Hat?
14. Canadian loonies are
stronger than American
dollars.
15. The car gets a free pass
through customs.
16. Technogeeks on parade. 
17. The sun’s not yellow, 
it’s chicken! (according
to Bob Dylan)
18. Canadian finish line? 
You betcha!




21. We’re more lovable 
than Michigan.
22. Jeepers! There’s a Pieper. 
23. Now they have a real
steering wheel.
24. Why not?
25. See plains, trains and
solarmobiles.
26. Solar power is the
answer to everything.
27. You can park it, plug it in
and run your house.
28. Kids think it’s cool.





because of the 
wonderful things it does.
31. Drink Moosehead in
Moosejaw. 
32. We are Missouri S&T.
33. One-wheel drive.
34. Save gas. Surf the web
(solar42.mst.edu).
35. Are we there yet?
36. The sun will come out
tomorrow.
37. We don’t fear turtles.
38. But beware of 
prairie dogs.
39. Watch the shadows!
40. Outrace Canadian 
mounties.
41. See solar cars on ice.





Reasons we LOVE the Solar Car Team
solar42.mst.edu
Looking for a reason to get out of the office?
Join us along the solar car route.
Kickoff, July 12: Plano, Texas
Race Party, July 14: Neosho, Mo.
Race Party, July 17: Sioux Falls, S.D.
Ending Celebration, July 22: Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Visit solar42.mst.edu for more details 
or call the alumni office at 573-341-4145.
MISSOURI UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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